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What an insane summer it has been so 
far, weather-wise! Officially the hottest 
and driest in decades, with record 

temperatures and almost unprecedented 
drought across the Irish countryside. Whilst our 
little island is truly a wonderful place when the 
sun is out, the tropical-like conditions have been 
very tough on our aquatic habitats, especially. 

Unlike so many other fishing publications, we 
bust a gut to make sure our content is as up-to-
date and relevant to the time of year as possible, 
meaning you can flick through the pages, be 
inspired and go out shortly afterwards to try and 
replicate what you have been reading about - we 
know you really appreciate this. However, this  
contemporary style does have it’s drawbacks 
and really sees us at the mercy of the weather - if 
conditions are unfavourable then sometimes 
articles or features just aren’t possible, and this 
was sadly the case with this issue. We had a 
couple of kick-ass features lined up, real summer 
sizzlers, but the incredible heat and abnormally 
low dissolved oxygen levels meant we had to put 
fish welfare first and leave them be, for now at 
least!

Still, we’ve got a pretty great line-up, with a 
definite salty flavour, which reflects what has 
been “on” in recent weeks. Cover star James 
Norton goes in search of big tope, with Sid 
Kennedy and Barry Murphy afloat and hunting 
for rays, more tope and smooth hound. We 
introduce a new “readers story” section on 
why you go fishing and what it means to you 
and Geoff Cooper, one of Irish angling’s most 
knowledgeable and influential commentators, 
asks some very hard questions indeed. We 
feature the future of bait packaging in the form of 

The boring fine print...
The production of this digital publication in both online and PDF formats automatically signifies that all written, photographic and recorded media material exist 
under copyright towards Off the Scale magazine and its contributors, unless otherwise stated. No material herein may be reproduced in any form without the explicit 
permission of Off the Scale. 

The views expressed by contributors within this publication are not necessarily those held by Off the Scale magazine and likewise those views expressed by Off the 
Scale magazine are not necessarily those held by the contributors, supporters or advertisers.

About our page navigation
You should find that navigating through the magazine 
is easy! Simply click or tap the buttons at the bottom 
of each page or use your left & right keyboard arrows if 
viewing this on a laptop, PC or Mac

Cover shot
A hard fighting East coast tope for James Norton in the 
misty, early morning light

Credit: Niall O Brien

fully-compostable plastic and we’re very excited 
to welcome top predator angler Dermot Ogle, 
now based in the UK, back to these pages as he 
starts a new series showcasing the best of English 
fishing. All this plus the usual hints, tips, wildlife 
and general inspiration that make fishing so 
much more than just a pastime - it’s a passion.

Recently a new by-law change was proposed 
by Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) and put up for 
public consultation whereby tench and bream, 
specifically, would receive 100% legal protection, 
requiring all to be returned alive (see page 6 for 
details). For the vast majority of recreational 
anglers this will be a boon, if passed, and will 
help conserve wild stocks of these long-lived, 
slow growing species for Irish and visiting 
fishers alike. Sadly this progressive proposal is 
being opposed by some minorities, notably the 
vociferous Oughterard Anglers Association who, 
true to form, have completely missed the point of 
such a change in legislation, instead desperately 
searching for yet another scapegoat to explain 
declines of salmonids when the actual truth is in 
plain sight... We live in truly enlightened times; 
an age where anyone with the will and want can 
educate themselves on pretty much any topic, 
such as aquatic ecology. How do you account for 
those that don’t wish to learn though?

This entire magazine, or brand as it is becoming, 
wouldn’t be possible without each and every 
one of you reading this and the constant stream 
of overwhelmingly positive feedback reminds 
us that fishing magazines, in whatever form, 
are certainly not dead! Thanks as always for the 
support and I hope you enjoy our latest offering,

Tight lines, 
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NEW TENCH & BREAM BYLAW PROPOSED 
FOR IRISH WATERS

Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) is seeking submissions from 
interested parties to update and amend the existing coarse 
fish bylaw currently in operation in Ireland, the aim of 
which is to establish more updated regulations that will 
better enable the management of coarse fish species in a 
sustainable manner. 

The key legislation to be addressed is by-law 806 (2006) – 
conservation and prohibition on sale of coarse fish.
According to IFI, the areas being considered for review are:
100% catch and release measure for tench (Tinca tinca) and 
bream (Abramis brama) – any fish inadvertently captured to 
be handled carefully and returned without avoidable injury to 
the waters from which they have been taken.
Movement of live coarse fish – to prohibit the removal and 
transfer of any live coarse fish species to other waters and to 
return all fish captured and temporarily retained alive back to 
the waters from which they have been taken on cessation of 
fishing.

The review of the existing legislation is largely as a result of 
lobbying from interested parties, particularly the Irish Angling 
Alliance (IAA). Explaining the rationale behind the proposed 
changes for tench and bream, Derek Talbot, owner of Main 
Irish Angling in Dublin and chairman of the IAA, said “We 
initially wanted to remove tench and bream from the 806 by-
law to protect them from being taken for the table by a certain 
group of Eastern Europeans who were ignoring the existing 4 
fish-a-day, 25cm limit rule and playing the ignorance card if 
caught. IFI agreed with us on this but decided that it would be 
easier to just amend the current by-law rather than create a 
new one. We will be happy enough with this if the changes are 
properly policed by IFI. I know of two lakes that I fished on a 
regular basis that held specimen bream and tench which are 
now practically void of fish because of the lack of policing by 
IFI. These lakes, like many other similar cases, were once very 
popular with visiting UK anglers. Tench and bream have always 
been a magnet to coarse and specimen anglers in Ireland, 
especially the UK anglers who once flocked to our lakes, rivers 
and canals in their thousands to pursue them. Sadly that is no 
longer the case and we feel that the decline of tench and bream 
was one of the many factors that caused it, but we should be 
able to turn this around. The full protection of these two species 
is essential if we want to have any chance of rebuilding our 
angling tourism and protecting two of our greatest assets.”

Currently, by-law 806 allows for four coarse fish (i.e. carp, 

perch, bream, tench, dace, rudd, roach and any hybrids) 
≤25cm in length to be legally taken for bait or food per angler, 
per day. Pike conservation is covered in a separate by-law 
which is currently being undermined by Minister Sean Kyne 
and certain lobby groups who wish to increase the number 
and size of pike that can be killed per angler, per day. 
If passed, the introduction of 100% catch and release for 
tench and bream will no doubt please many recreational 
anglers. However, many have expressed their concern about 
legal loopholes regarding identification issues regarding 
bream and their hybrids, as well as the fact that any changes 
to legislation would need to be more effectively policed by IFI. 

You are invited to make your feelings known on this 
new proposed by-law change by sending a submission 
to Inland Fisheries Ireland, Ashbourne Business Park, 
Dock Road, Limerick or alternatively by email to: 
coarsefishconsultation@fisheriesireland.ie, referencing 
“Coarse fish public consultation”.

Closing date for receipt of submissions is at 5pm on 8th 
August 2018.

Want to share your news with us? Think we’ve missed 
something that we should cover? Then drop us a message 
via social media or email on editor@offthescaleangling.ie 
# lowdownOtS
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On the largest Irish fish 
kills in recent years 
occurred recently on the 
Ollatrim River, a tributary 
of the Nenagh River, part of 
the Lough Derg catchment 
in Co. Tipperary. 

In total, 14,749 fish were 
estimated dead over a 5km 
stretch of the river on July 
9th by Inland Fisheries 
Ireland (IFI) staff following 
local reports. The species 
affected included brown 
trout (1,400), stone loach 
(805), minnow (1,820), 
salmon (70), white-clawed 
crayfish (70) and stickleback 
(84). An incredible 10,500 
approx. lamprey were also 
killed in the incident, with 
most suspected to be brook 
lamprey (Lampetra planeri), 
a fish species strictly 
protected under Annex II 
of the EU Habitat Directive 
regulations.

The exact cause of 
the fish kill is still 
undetermined although it 

is highly suspected that an 
agricultural herbicide or 
pesticide was at fault. Such 
chemicals pass quickly 
through a system, meaning 
detection is often difficult. 
They can be devastating, 
however, as this fish kill 
proves, particularly in 
the heatwave conditions 
experienced in Ireland 
throughout June and July 
which has resulted in 
widespread low water and 
low oxygen levels. Such 
conditions exacerbate 
any problems caused 
by chemical agents or 
run-off from industry or 
agriculture. 

Inland Fisheries Ireland 
has a confidential hotline 
number to enable members 
of the public to report 
incidents by telephone 1890 
34 74 24 or 1890 FISH 24. 
The phone line is designed 
to encourage the reporting 
of incidents of illegal 
fishing, water pollution and 
invasive species.

CHEMICAL AGENT CAUSES MAJOR 
FISH KILL OF NENAGH RIVER TRIBUTARY   

FIRST US LAND-FARMED 
SALMON GO ON SALE

A potential milestone in fish farming was reached 
in America recently as the first land-based Atlantic 
salmon (Salmo salar) went on sale to the general 
public. Wisconsin company Superior Fresh are, to 
date, the only facility in North America growing 
salmon in a land-based system. 

There is increasing pressure globally on traditional 
sea-based salmon pen or cage farms to seek 
alternative methods of supplying fresh fish given 
the huge environmental impacts the farms cause 
to wild salmon and sea trout stocks, among others. 
Sea lice is the major issue near such farms, causing 
mortalities through abnormal numbers of parasites. 
Sea-based farms also pose serious risk to the genetic 
health of wild populations of salmon through 
escapees, which find their way out of farms and into 
the wild where they interbreed with native stocks. 
Farmed fish are typically inferior in terms of survival, 
migration ability and overall fitness compared to 
their wild counterparts. 

However, Superior Fresh may be about to lead the 
way in closed recirculating aquaculture systems 
(RAS). Fish farms on land, whilst not without impacts, 
are highly preferable to those based in sea bays 
and fjords as farmed fish cannot simply escape and 
impacts to nearby ecosystems are all but eliminated. 
Production in a closed system is also possible year-
round, unlike sea-based facilities. 

Superior Fresh uses a recirculating aquaculture 
system (RAS) which re-uses 99.9% of its water 
because leafy greens grown in a three-acre 
hydroponic greenhouse take up excess nutrients. 
The water is fed from the RAS to a hydroponic 
system where by-products are broken down by 
nitrifying bacteria into nitrites then nitrates. After the 
nitrates are utilised by the plants the clean water is 
recirculated back to the aquaculture system with 
virtually zero waste. This makes is highly sustainable.

Clarifying the quality of the land-based salmon 
product, Manager of scientific research at the 
company Steve Summerfelt added, “They never see 
pesticides, herbicides, or antibiotics. These fish are 
literally priming the pump for the expected growth 
in US land-raised Atlantic salmon production in 
the next several years.” He also added, “We have 
zero discharge from the production and processing 
systems. In addition, every ton of fish feed produces 
almost one ton of Atlantic salmon plus close to 10 tons 
of certified USDA organic salad greens.”

Given all the issues associated with traditional 
modern fish farming, surely this is the future of 
salmon production? 

A land-farmed Atlantic salmon produced by Superior Fresh

If passed the new by-law would make it illegal to kill a tench or bream of any size

http://www.facebook.com/offthescalemag
https://twitter.com/OfftheScale_mag
http://fishinginireland.info/news/coarse-reports/public-consultation-coarse-fish-regulations/ 
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MAJORITY OF ANGLERS AGAINST PIKE MANAGEMENT IN BROWN TROUT FISHERIES

A new scientific paper (Curtis et al., 2018) has been 
published on the preferences of Irish anglers for pike 
management (culling) in designated brown trout fisheries. 
Some 565 people from all angling disciplines were invited 
to take part in an online study on the hotly debated topic, of 
which 380 responded. 

Currently, the seven designated Irish wild brown trout 
fisheries (namely Loughs Corrib, Mask, Conn, Cullin, 
Carra, Sheelin and Arrow) are subject to contentious 
pike management activities by Inland Fisheries 
Ireland (IFI), with pike removed and culled on an 
annual basis via gill-netting, boat-based electro-
fishing and special dispensations for local angling 
clubs to operate limited number of official “catch & 
kill” pike competitions. The great majority of Irish 
anglers and conservationists alike continue to 
berate this style of fisheries management, labelling 
it as wholly out-dated, ecologically damaging 
and lacking in any scientific justification. It is only 
a small minority of angling groups, such as the 
Oughterard Anglers Association based on the 
shores of Lough Corrib, as well as small numbers 
from the Trout Anglers Federation of Ireland (TAFI) 
and the National Anglers Representative Association 
(NARA), who insist on campaigning for pike to be killed in the 
name of trout preservation.

However, Curtis’s new study provides yet more proof that 
seemingly very few Irish anglers want this old-fashioned way 
of fisheries management to continue. Author of the study, 
John Curtis of the Economic and Social Research Institute, 
(ESRI) stated in the paper “First, anglers’ preferences are not 
homogeneous, either among pike or trout anglers. Angler 
stakeholder groups cannot reasonably attest to represent all 
pike or trout anglers. There are multiple distinct classes of 
anglers with quite different preferences on pike stock control 
as well as other fishery attributes, such as bag limits and catch 
rates. Second, while anglers have strong preferences across 
a number of fishery attributes (e.g. catch rates, pollution, 
invasive weeds, etc.), pike stock control is the predominant 
attribute affecting anglers’ behaviour”. Curtis added “Third, 
among trout anglers there is a sizeable majority opposed to the 
maintenance of existing pike stock control measures, which is 
at odds with a vociferous public campaign led by trout angling 
representative organizations. The preferences of this ‘silent’ 
majority reflect the fact that approximately 2-in-5 trout anglers 
also fish for pike.”

The study noted that “In the context of the particular issue 
of pike stock control, we provide evidence that the vociferous 
campaign by trout angler representative bodies supporting the 
continuation of pike stock control may not reflect the majority 
of trout anglers who do not support pike stock control” and 
points out that changes to pike (an apex predator) stocks may 

have wide-reaching ecological 
implications.

In conclusion, the study found 
that “The majority of trout anglers 
in our sample are opposed to pike 
stock control, and all else equal, 
are more likely to choose fishing 
sites where pike stocks are not 
actively managed.” which dispels 
the fallacy that trout anglers want 
pike culled and pike anglers don’t. 

To read the full paper

A new study has provided yet more 
evidence that weir removal has huge 
benefits for migratory fish stocks. A 
population of sea trout increased fourfold 
after complete removal of multiple 
human-made barriers in a Danish river, 
shows a study from DTU Aqua, Denmark. 

“This approach of removing barriers 
instead of creating fishways is an 
example to follow, as it restores both 
connectivity and habitat, as well as 
providing valuable ecosystem services”, 
says Professor Kim Aarestrup, one of 
the researchers behind the study. The 
study showed that the sea trout smolt run 
went from 1660 individuals before any 
removals were performed to 19,105 after 
six weirs were removed on a small river. 
Despite currently employed management 
measures such as fish ladders and passes, 
substantial improvement in migratory fish 
populations are rare, leaving complete 
barrier removal as the best approach.

The 2018 Junior All Ireland Canal 
Championships took place on the Royal 
Canal on Saturday 21st July. The annual 
event run by the National Coarse Fishing 
Federation of Ireland (NCFFI) was this 
year co-hosted by Enfield CAC.

The event includes a Novice section 
introducing young people to angling 
in an unpressurised environment with 
NCFFI coaches on hand for support and 
supervision. Included in the field for the 
championships this year were two of our 
Irish Under 15 team heading for Italy and 
the World Youth Angling Championships 
next week providing inspiration for those 
keen for a future in our sport.

Overall the fishing was good for everyone 
with some excellent catches for some. 
Irish International Eoin Rogers had a 
great weight of over 7lb pounds to win the 
under 15 section and Conor O’Donoghue 
an excellent catch of nearly 15lbs to win 
the novice section. All of Conor’s fish 
were caught on the whip and included 
five bream to nearly 4lbs. Most of the fish 
caught were roach with the odd skimmer. 
Some tench were also caught with Roisin 
Bohan netting three.

Trophies were presented to the winners, 
but everyone went home with a prize after 
enjoying a sausage & chip supper after a 
busy day on the bank.

The annual All Ireland Junior 
Championships, run in the same format 
and designed to attract newcomers to 
competitive angling whilst recognising the 
talents of our youths already practising 
our sport, will take place in Killeshandra, 
Co. Cavan on Saturday 1st September.  To 
book in contact Sean Ward on 
086 811 5526.

1st Eoin Rogers 7lb 6oz
2nd  Roisin Bohan 3lb 13oz

Novice

1st Conor O’Donoghue 14lb 11oz
2nd Leah O’Donoghue 2lb 8.5oz
3rd  Killian McEvilly 2lb 5.5oz

LARGE INCREASE IN 
TROUT NUMBERS AFTER 
WEIRS REMOVED

ALL IRELAND JUNIOR CANAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018
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A recent online survey has revealed valuable insights into the habits and 
preferences of anglers in relation to fishing line usage. Conducted jointly by 
the Local Independent Sea Anglers (LISA) and Global Ghost Gear Initiative 
(GGGI) in light of the newly established line recycling scheme across the UK, 
over 1000 anglers were quizzed.  

Over half of the participants use 1000m+ of line a year, with almost a third 
using twice that. Assuming there are around one million regular anglers in the 
UK (based on current data) this equates to an average of 1, 245,000 km and 
approx. 175 tonnes of fishing line used per year!

Almost two-thirds said they would be prepared to pay a ‘bit more’ for tackle 
purchases to subsidise a line recycling scheme, which 

opens up the possibility for tackle shops and or 
manufacturers to offset the costs of recycling 

line. Nylon monofilament is a type of plastic 
which can take 600 years to break down (it 

never degrades fully) and there is a clear 
need to address the issue.

Over 90% of anglers asked said they 
disposed of their old line via household 

waste bins (landfill) or direct burning 
to prevent wildlife entanglement. 3.6% 

commented that they currently recycle their 
line, mainly at stores now participating in the 

Anglers National Line Recycling Scheme (ANLRS)
stores and it is hoped this figure continues to rise in the years to come. 

The ANLRS is the first UK-wide fishing line recycling scheme launched (by LISA) 
in March 2018 and run on a voluntary basis. To date over 120 UK tackle shops 
and businesses have agreed to take part in the novel recycling scheme to 
reduce plastic waste. It is also hoped that a similar scheme will also be rolled 
out in Ireland in the near future.  

STUDY ESTIMATES 1.2 MILLION KM OF FISHING 
LINE USED ANNUALLY IN UK

CLICK HERE

READ MORE

09

Seems the vast majority of Irish anglers, whether game or coarse, don’t want to see this treatment of pike anymore

READ MORE

Eoin Rogers, 
2018 champion 

Conor O 
Donoghue 

http://www.facebook.com/offthescalemag
https://twitter.com/OfftheScale_mag
http://www.aqua.dtu.dk/english/news/nyhed?id=2B4890C9-1447-4EA9-989F-51F63E804E5E
https://www.anglers-nlrs.co.uk/survey
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0165783618301565?via%3Dihub
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SEA TROUT BY-LAW FOR WATERVILLE AREA TO PROTECT DECLINING STOCKS

A new by-law has been proposed for the famous Waterville 
area of Kerry to protect declining sea trout populations. Inland 
Fisheries Ireland (IFI) recently sought submissions under a public 
consultation (closed 18th July) 

The purpose of this by-law is to seek to reasonably limit the 
pressure on sea trout stocks which spawn and live in the area of 
Ballinskelligs Bay and the river systems which discharge in to the 
bay. IFI counter data and catch records indicate that there has 
been a collapse in sea trout stocks in the general Waterville area. 
This new bye-law is intended to decrease the pressure on sea trout 
stocks in the systems while still allowing anglers to fish and would 
mainly affect fishing on:

• The River Inny (Knockmoyle) and its tributaries;
• The waters of the Waterville system, including the  
 Waterville River, Lough Currane, the Cummeragh River   
 and all their tributary rivers and lakes;
• The waters of Ballinskelligs Bay

This change would affect persons fishing for sea trout by all 
methods (rod & line, net, box or crib). This bye-law may be time 
limited or subject to review after a three-year period. Furthermore, 
the current regulations which govern fishing for salmon in these 
waters would not be affected.

John Murphy, Director of Salmon Watch Ireland and manager of 
the Waterville Fisheries Development Group agrees in principal 
with the new proposals, having witnessed first-hand the massive 
decline in wild sea trout stocks of the famous Lough Currane 
system in recent years. However, he has reservations about this 
course of action considering he, like many, maintains that this 
decline is due to almost exclusively to salmon farming in the local 
area rather than angling pressure. 

“There is a long history associated with dramatic fluctuations of 
the Waterville sea trout stock especially since 1990 and the advent 
of salmon farming. Facing reality, the Waterville system has never 
reached the heights of the seventies and eighties after the advent 
of salmon farming in Kenmare Bay and Deenish Island circa.1990. 
There was an abrupt crash in 1992 with very poor returns and 
a huge influx of pre-mature post smolts and adults which in all 
probability suffered extensive mortality. There was a substantial 
recovery post 1995 with lice levels controlled at Deenish and other 
farms in Kenmare Bay. However, it is probable that the recovery 
was based on a perception not linked to historic abundance” said 
the local ghillie.

John added, “Certainly there have been years 
post 1990 when stocks have shown a partial 
recovery and indeed no salmon farming took 
place in Kenmare Bay or Deenish Island in 
2006 and 2007 and a large number of finnock 
and maidens (first spawners) were evident in 
subsequent years, with 2009 demonstrating a 
very substantial increase in spawning by fish 
from 1 to 5lbs. 2010 was again free of salmon 
farms in the spring period and finnock were 
very strong in this year, with maidens again 
very positive in 2011.”

“In 2010 the fish farm in Deenish was 
reopened under new owners and this co-
incided with an almost immediate crash 
in finnock in 2011. An even more dramatic 
collapse of all year classes has occurred 
since 2015 when production increased at this 
facility.”

On the new by-law, John made it clear that 
“The local ghillies and anglers who work 
and frequent Waterville have, by and large, 
practiced catch and release from 2002 
onwards and were very proactive through 
the Waterville Fisheries Development Group 
in protecting and improving the catchment. 
This work has been ongoing with the 
Waterville Lakes and Rivers Trust now firmly 
established. The new bye-law should focus 
attention on how this marvellous system 
and its unique sea trout have been severely 
compromised.”

“One ray of light has emerged in that Inland 
Fisheries Ireland has committed to extensive 
research to identify the main cause of this 
crash. We can speculate as to the cause but 
without some semblance of scientific proof 
the lake will continue to decline as without 
proof action against any sector would be 
problematic and result in stalemate, a 
situation which cannot be tolerated.”

LYME DISEASE VACCINE AVAILABLE SOON

French drug manufacturer Valneva 
has announced that they’ve 
successfully completed their 
first-ever human trial of a vaccine 
against Lyme disease, which is 
spread by ticks, particularly those 
of species such as deer, sheep and 
mice. 

The vaccine, which is reportedly 
up to 96% effective, might soon 
be available in the UK and US at a 
“reasonably low” price.

Anglers are among those most 
at risk of contracting the disease 
given their frequent exposure to 
woodlands and heathland areas 
where tick-carrying animals 
live. Renowned UK writer and 
videographer Martin Bowler is one 
of the most high-profile anglers to 
have contracted Lyme disease. 

Although reportedly not a common 
infection in Ireland (50-100 
cases described a year) there are 
widespread suspicions that it is 
massively under-reported. Lyme 
disease, also known as borreliosis, 
is a bacterial infection passed 
to humans through a tick bite. 
Infection usually starts with 
flu-like symptoms and a rash at 
the target-shaped bite site but, 
if left untreated, a wide range of 
debilitating symptoms can develop 
such as chronic fatigue, body 
tremors/spasms, general pain and 
neurological disorders. In some 
cases, the symptoms can re-emerge 
even after treatment and may 
become life-long.

The new vaccine typically works 
by kickstarting the immune system 
to produce antibodies that attack 

the bacteria hiding inside the tick, 
preventing them from entering 
the human bloodstream in the 
first place. According to trials, 
the vaccine has been found to be 
between 71.4% and 96.4% effective. 

To date there have been no 
significant side effects associated 
with the new vaccine which is 
available for adults or children as 
young as 2. After the vaccine is 
first administered, a booster dose 
is administered 13 months later, to 
improve effectiveness.

IRELAND SET TO BAN MICROBEADS, FOLLOWS UK

Following the example 
set by the UK and France, 
Ireland has agreed to ban 
the sale, manufacture, 
import and export of 
products containing plastic 
microbeads in a bid to limit 
to impact of microplastics 
on our environment. 

Microplastics are one of 
the single greatest threats 
facing our oceans and life 
within. Although microplastics are only 
a small part (by weight) of the shocking 
8 MILLION TONNES of plastic pollution 
that enters our oceans each year (that’s 
22,000 per day), they are highly damaging 
to marine life. Microplastics are mistaken 
by food by larger animals such as birds 
and fish and are now even known to be 
present in the tiniest lifeforms such as 
zooplankton, the base of all food chains. 

Microbeads enter our oceans as they 
are not screened out by wastewater 
treatment plants due to their small size. 
Research shows much of our sea food 
is now contaminated with plastic and 
associated chemicals, of which the long-
term implications remain to be seen. 

Microplastics have also recently been 
shown to cause brain damage in fish and 
affect their behaviour. Their considerable 
impact on freshwaters environments is 
also becoming clearer. 

The Minister for 
Communications, Energy 
and Natural Resources, Denis 
Naughten has said that Ireland 
could not wait for an EU 
directive to prohibit microbeads 
and was pressing ahead with 
its own legislation due to the 
devastating effects of plastics 
– such as microbeads – are 
having on our oceans. 

A rare fish to Irish waters, the sea 
toad, has been trawled up from the 
deep recently.  

The sea toad or toadfish, which 
belongs to the Chaunacidae family, 
is a bizarre looking deep-sea 
specialist which has evolved to use 
its pectoral fins as “feet” to literally 
walk along the sea floor. The 
small colourful fish is an ambush 
predator and was one of the stars 
of BBC’s Blue Planet 2 series. 

Although landed by the Kerry 
trawler Cú Na Mara prawn fishing 
on the Porcupine Bank, it is usually 
found much further west. The 
fish has only been recorded off 
the Irish coast a handful of times, 

approx. 
200km 
from 
shore, 
and will 
now be 
sent to the 
Natural 
History 
Museum in 
Dublin. 

CLICK HERE

RARE FISH CAUGHT 
OFF IRISH COAST

Credit: BBC

Microbeads are a significant 

source of microplastics

http://www.facebook.com/offthescalemag
https://twitter.com/OfftheScale_mag
https://www.fisheriesireland.ie/Public-Consultation/conservation-of-sea-trout-waterville-area-no-7-or-kerry-district.html
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A new obsession James Norton//

IMAGE: Niall O Brien 
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A
ll through my fishing life I’ve 
been fortunate to know and 
learn from the right people. 
From as far back as I can 
remember, every summer 
I would return to Valentia 
Island, a second home for me 
and many other members of 
my family. Many days were 
spent on the commercial and 
angling boats, hauling pots 
and tangle nets along the 
cliffs of Culloo one day, then 
drifting for pollock and ling 
off the Blaskets the next.  I 
became good friends with 
local ladeen Callum, whose 
father was commercially 
fishing for pollack and lobster 
at the time. Over the years 
I did many days out in the 
boat with Mel, aka Birdseye, 
and the knowledge and 
experience I gained in his 
company is still, to this day, 
invaluable to me, more than 
any book or magazine article 
I’ve ever read. He would have 
me out on his work days as 
well as just pleasure trips 
with Callum, fishing for the 
numerous species that live in 
the area.

We eventually set our sights on 
sharks, catching blues off the 
back of the Skelligs and eventually 
cracking the code with an offshore 
porbeagle. If might not have been 
a monster but we had set out that 
day knowing we had a chance, and 
we put ourselves in the right spot 
and the shark did the rest. I’ve been 
very lucky to have done all this 
without ever having to constantly 
hire charter boats on a single seat 
basis or for an entire private trip. I 
got to know the right man locally 
and took it all in. However, one 
species had eluded us throughout 
the years off Valentia and that was 
tope, so I needed to find the right 
man for this particular job as they 
weren’t a common catch down 
there. 

 It was around January 2015 
when I landed on my feet once 
again and met another angling 
veteran Mark Heffernan. After 
pestering this literal fish magnet 
for ages to bring me out for an east 
coast tope, I finally got the message 
to be at the slipway for 8am in June 
2016. This was different terrain to 
what I was used to off Valentia; 
instead of rocky pinnacles in 
hundreds of feet of water with a big 
rolling swell, we were anchored up 
in a narrow sandy channel with a 
strong tidal flow, but a light wind 
blowing with the tide made for flat 
calm conditions. I think we hooked 
into no fewer than 11 tope that day, 
with several 40 and 50 pounds plus. 
We were ducking rods under and 
over each other as we had double 
hook-ups and takes just as the bait 

hit the bottom. It was my first ever 
days tope fishing and it just so 
happened to be a red letter day for 
the two of us. I did have to remind 
myself that although I reeled in 
some big tope on the day, I only 
did so because I was on the right 
boat with the right skipper. And so 
began my first seminars in Tope 
College!

 I continued to join Mark 
fishing for tope for the rest of the 
season , and the one after that, 
and started gaining the knowledge 
needed to find, catch and release 
these incredible animals ; how to 
handle them in the boat and in 
the water and how to navigate the 
sea area in which they live, safely. 
There’s no point in learning how to 
catch any species if you don’t learn 
how to get there and back without 
getting into trouble. Good angling 
and good watercraft come hand in 
hand.

 I knew in order for me 
to make these journeys on my 
own some day, a proper boat was 
needed. A Vimar 465 was purchased 
with hard earned money just before 
winter in 2017, a cuddy boat with 
a clinker hull, very capable of 
fishing both large loughs (for pike) 
and inshore coastlines. I took the 

cuddy off initially as I’d planned a 
winters pike fishing first, and the 
cuddy didn’t serve a purpose yet. 
My intention was to fish for Esox 
lucius but end my season early, 
refit the cuddy and start preparing 
the boat for sea. I had a new GRP 
deck installed which made the boat 
a lot more spacious, and would 
come in handy for having to jump 
on any tope’s back and saddle it for 
unhooking. A lot of work was put 
into the trailer, making launch and 
recovery an ease on harsh slipways. 
Last but not least was to invest in 
proper tope gear and so a pair of 
Penn multi’s and a pair of 12/20lb 
class uptiders were added to the 
collection.

 Everything was ready by 
May of this year (2018) but the 
reports suggested that the tope had 
not fully arrived by this time. The 
big day came on the 2nd of June. I 

There’s no point in learning how to catch any 
species if you don’t learn how to get there and 
back without getting into trouble. Good angling 
and good watercraft come hand in hand.

LEFT
One of my first ever 
tope, from June 2016, 
on a day when mark & I 
shared an 11 fish catch. 
It’s safe to say that I was 
hooked after that!

BELOW LEFT
Struggling to lift a 40lb+ 
female for the camera 
before release

BELOW RIGHT
Wind against tide under 
an angry sky. Going 
solo in such conditions 
requires focus, common 
sense and experience!

PREVIOUS PAGE
A hard fighting, early 
morning fish from the 
East coast
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was out the day before with Mark 
and we had the first tope of the 
year, five of them up to 38lbs. I got 
back to the slipway and checked 
the forecast for the following three 
days - light winds and a flood tide 
during midday, warm weather and 
good water clarity. Mark had other 
fishy related plans so now was 
my chance to put everything he’d 
taught me into practice and give 
it a go. The plan was to bring out 
a mate from the city (Niall) on the 
first day and have Callum come up 
for the final two days to assist me in 
my quest.
 
 Fresh mackerel from 
the slab were bought as it wasn’t 
practical to rely on hitting a shoal 
of mackerel out there straight away 
(is it ever these days). We motored 
out in heavy fog to the mark, 
dropped the hand-break below us 
and sent two half-mackerel down 
into the tidal trench whilst 
jigging for fresh ones. 
We didn’t have to wait 

long. The old make-a-coffee trick 
was deployed and before I had 
time to sweeten it up , my rod gave 
a good indication of a tope run, 
which is usually a violent knock on 
the rod tip then a steady emptying 
of line from the reel. A small male 
tope of around 15lbs was welcomed 
aboard soon after, no giant, but it 
was still my first ever solo caught 
tope. I’d finally done what I’d set out 
to do, two years in the making, and 
it wasn’t going to end there! 

 Half an hour later, just 
after unhooking a few mackerel 
that had passed through, Niall’s 
rod started gently knocking, as if 
it was a crab or a doggie having a 
pluck. I said to treat it like a tope 
anyway. As he lifted the rod to set 

the circle hook ,just as line 
began slowly trickling out, 

the tope realised something 

was wrong and bolted off uptide 
and as far away from us as it could 
possibly get. A few minutes later, 
I finally got a wrap on her, a 50lb+ 
female in immaculate condition. 
A quick weigh, photos and release 
and she was off back down to patrol 
the sandy bottom. We ended the 
day with three fish, which made it a 
great day out, but there was more to 
come... 

 The following day we had 
yet another three fish including 
another ‘fifty’, this one going 54lb 
and giving Callum a bit of an 
arm ache. The fourth day was a 
complete blank which amazed 
us as there seemed to be a good 
run of tope around, but the lack 
of mackerel and the weaker tide 
probably ruined it for us. All in all, 
it was a complete success for me 
and for everyone involved.

 After the days fishing on 
the third day, Callum and I went for 
a slap up meal and a feed of drink 
to pat each other on the back for 
the day we’d had. I was struck with 
a feeling déjà-vu, of being out on 
his father’s boat years before, totally 
green in the gills and thinking to 
myself then that this was a life I 
simply had to live; to be able to get 
up in the morning, choose a spot 
out on the sea, venture out there 
and do my own thing. As I knocked 

back the last of my pint I realised 
I was finally living it, so I ordered 
another pint to celebrate the 
realisation. I look forward to many 
more encounters with tope and 
other species on the Vimar. For now 
though it’s time to start thinking 
about targeting big inshore 
porbeagles, which Mark has me in 
training for already!

James Norton

As he lifted the rod to set the circle hook, just as line began slowly trickling out, the tope realised 
something was wrong and bolted off uptide and as far away from us as it could possibly get. A 
few minutes later, I finally got a wrap on her, a 50lb+ female in immaculate condition

LEFT
Friend Niall with a 50lb+ 
fish which bit like a 
dogfish or crab!

BELOW LEFT
The following day 
Callum hit into this 54lb 
beast which made his 
arm ache a little...

RIGHT
Calming a tope down 
prior to tagging, 
photographing and 
releasing

IMAGE: Niall O Brien 
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Your reel might look good on the outside... 
but what about the inside ?

REEL REPAIR & SERVICING 

Main Irish Angling,
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre, 
Ballycoolin, 
Blanchardstown, 
Dublin 15

info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com

01-8991185

At MIA we offer a full repair and maintenance service 
which will give your reel a longer life span and will 
serve you well. Our basic service removes all the old 
grease and grime from your reel and replaces it with 
fresh, clean grease and oil - it will be as if you just 
bought it.

So, whether your reel just needs a service, a washer 
upgrade or a repair, drop it into our shop or send via 
recorded delivery and let us look after it.
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NEW SERIES ON ENGLISH FISHING

DERMOT OGLE

Luring summer chub
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Since relocating from the Emerald Isle to the English midlands 
several years ago top predator angler and lure fishing fanatic 
Dermot Ogle has embraced several new species. In this, the 
first of a new series, he showcases the best of his English 
fishing, starting with a particularly greedy, large-mouthed 
inhabitant of overgrown, snaggy rivers... 

HU N K E R E D  D O W N , 
virtually on my hands 
and knees, trying to make 

every footstep land as gently as a 
snowflake, I creep up to the river’s 
edge, but it’s not easy with uneven 
banks and chest-high vegetation. 
As I approach the swim I carefully 
extend the handle on my rubberised 
landing net in anticipation of a 
quick bite and take the polaroid 
glasses that are resting on the peak 
of my cap and put them on my face. 
Although it’s the height of summer 
and the temperatures are up in the 
mid 20s, I’m ridiculously overdressed 
and damp with sweat but the heavy 
trousers and long sleeve shirt are 
my only defence against the stinging 
nettles and horse flies. 

NOT PIKE…
Today I’m after chub, and chub 
happen to be one of the most alert 
and cautious fish that swims and this 
gets all the more intensified when 
you target them in small rivers like 
the one I’m fishing today, the river 
Soar in Leicestershire, a tributary 
of the mighty Trent. Although I’m a 
pike fishing nut at heart and live for 
casting lures from a boat at ol’ Esox, 
once the summer arrives and the 
mercury rises pike fishing becomes 
far less appealing to me. 

 So, what’s a lure fanatic to do 
with himself all summer? By national 
standards I’m not geographically best 
placed for massive ‘out sized’ chub 
but what I do have on my doorstep is 
a very intimate little river with all of 
the characteristics and features for 
some serious chub action on lures. 
I’m by no means a chub expert but 
then I don’t think you need to be! 
The one thing about chub is that 
with a little stealth and a reasonable 
bait presentation they’re the most 
obliging of biters and very catholic 
in their feeding habits, and this 
includes all manner of water borne 
and terrestrial creatures. If it fits in 

their mouth - and sometimes even 
if it doesn’t - chub will at least try to 
eat it or investigate it; it just needs 
to be presented correctly.  Peering 
into the water just off the eddy on 
a bend of the river to my left with 
my polaroid glasses, three really 
nice chub of around three and half 
pounds each get betrayed by the fine 
black piping on the tips on their tails 
and their blunt white grin as they 
keep themselves in position facing 
the current, waiting for any morsel of 
food that washes into their lair.

LITTLE MYSTERY BUT 
ENDEARING. . .
For me, chub are one of the least 
mysterious fish that swims in British 
waters but that’s not to say I don’t 
admire them. On the contrary, 
they’re one of my most favourite 
species of fish, but they’re one of 
the few species that you can easily 
observe and learn about simply by 
‘just being there’. Sneak into a tight 
swim or climb a bank-side tree like a 
chameleon and you can be treated to 
a ‘chub aquarium’ where, if you keep 
your foot-falls light and profile low, 
you can just observe the species in 
their natural environment. You can’t 
say that about many other British 
native species, in my opinion. 

 Chub will invariably 
set themselves up facing the 
current and of course this makes 
sense as that’s where their next 
meal is coming from. So, it stands 
to reason that this where we 

should present our bait from. I 
position myself as far down stream 
from my intended swim as possible 
and cast my lure well upstream. 
It’s important here to make super 
accurate casts - get hung up on the 
overhanging branches on the far 
bank or drag uprooted rushes across 
the swim and you may as well move 
on; you’ve blown your shot. Chub 
are particularly skittish in these tight 
swims and more often than not know 
you’re there before you even make 
your first cast, so make it a good one! 

 When it comes to lures, 
there are a few key points to consider, 
in my experience at least. Chub do 
seem to hit many types of baits and 
there are no shortage of stories of 
chub being caught on giant pike 

lures, however there is, in 
my opinion, an optimum 

size range for lures that 
will get more consistent 
results with chub 
- between 3.2cm & 
4.5cms is about right. 
Personally, I have 

great success 
with hard-

bodied 

mini crankbaits but I’ve also caught 
a lot of chub on many types of mini 
bell spinners and micro-blade baits, 
along with a range of small soft 
plastic lures and bug imitations. 

 Without doubt my most 
consistent catchers, by far, are 
mini crank baits. Chub have a real 
fatal attraction for a short, stubby, 
shallow-running mini crankbait 
and will crash into them with gusto. 
There are a few rules to follow though 
and these lures should, as I would 
call it, ‘hit the ground running’. By 
this I mean they should be active the 
second they hit the water because 
generally speaking you’ll get your 
strike within only two or three 
turns of the reel handle. Like I said, 
chub are acutely aware of anything 
that falls into the water and will 
investigate your lure in seconds, and 
that means that your lure should be 
carefully chosen so that it runs at 
the correct running depth for your 
chosen swim. If your lure runs too 
deep and gets fouled up and drags 
weed through your swim, the chub 
could take off, so better too shallow 
than too deep!

HIT N’ RUN
On bended knee to keep my profile 
off the skyline, I use my favourite 
2.28m Doiyo-Concept ‘GOZA’ (casting 
weight 6-18g) rod to tentatively flick 
one of my favourite lures, the ‘Kobito 
45’, right up into the faster water past 
the main swim where I’ve spotted 
the chub. I begin to wind instantly 
and the lure kicks into action. At first 
there’s no sign of a reaction from the 
chub but then, just as it passes the 
prime position, I see a big pair of 
lips rise up and show my little lure 
no mercy. The rod bounces into life 
and the chub tears off across the 
little river. My fluorocarbon leader 
holds strong despite the chub’s best 
efforts to drag it through every weed 
and overhung, submerged bramble 
in the swim. With these chub, it’s 
usually a pretty frantic affair as the 
chub makes a quick dash back into 
the cover of the undercut bank under 
my feet, where my net is waiting. 
Surprisingly my prize gives up pretty 
quickly after that. As the chub rests 
in the net in the margins, I take a 
quick look back into the swim where 
the chub could be seen just moments 
earlier and they’re now nowhere to 

The one thing about chub is that with a little stealth and a 
reasonable bait presentation they’re the most obliging of 
biters and very catholic in their feeding habits

NEW SERIES ON ENGLISH FISHING

1. A classic chub swim on a 
small river - full of snags, weed 
and cover. Despite this, with 
careful casting, fish can be 
caught from such spots on 
lures...

2. ... as this recent fish proves!

3. Chub really are a very obliging 
fish. If they can fit it in their 
mouth, or even if they can’t, 
they’ll probably have a go at 
eating it. This fish whacked a 
jitterbug lure almost as soon as 
it hit the water.

1

2

3
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Dermot’s10TOP chublure fishing
tips.
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be seen. I’ve got one of the residents 
in the net but the others have taken 
off in the chaos, which is usually the 
case with this species. 

 In such tight quarters each 
swim is generally just worth the 
single fish, which makes it a very 
mobile and roving style of fishing. 
Travelling light is the key here - get 
your walking boots on, you’ll be 
doing plenty of it. My kit is simple 
and practical; a rod with a robust but 
sensitive blank of around 7-8ft with 
a crisp top section for bullying chub 
out from the near bank and steering 
lures through the overhanging rushes 
and brambles, paired with a quality 
reel of around 2000 size with a decent 
drag, spooled up with a braided line 
of around .06 or .08 diameter. My 

leader in this case is made up of a 
length of .12 dia. fluorocarbon 

of around 2ft. In these parts 
of the river the chub is 

king but where pike 
can be expected 

(generally near 
deeper water) 

a leader of knot-able titanium is a 
reasonable substitute. Apart from 
that, a small selection of mini baits 
and some unhooking tools are all 
that’s needed. On this light tackle 
chub provide superb sport and a 
quick ‘hit and run’ type approach will 
keep you busy all summer long, it 
really is a simple as that! 

 Chub are widespread right 
throughout England and can be 
found in all manner of waters from 
giant rivers to canals and small still 

waters, but where they’re really at 
home is in the small rivers, some 
of them so small you could easily 
jump across. Believe it or not these 
diminutive venues could still produce 
good fish of four pounds and over. 
Their varied diet means they can 
avail of pretty much any food source 
their habitat may provide from small 
mammals like voles and mice or even 
fruit or terrestrial creatures that fall 
from over hanging trees, to crayfish 
and minnows. Chub are an incredibly 
resourceful fish and that makes them 
an ideal target species for most types 
of anglers. Whether you’re a fly, bait 
or lure man the greedy chub can 
provide fantastic sport.

 Although I’m a massive fan 
of chub and chub fishing, especially 
since relocating to England, I’d 
strongly advocate that their range 
should never extend into the island 
of Ireland, where they would surely 
have a negative impact on our 
delicate native species like white-
clawed crayfish and possibly brown 
trout. Should you wish to target chub 
(by what ever means) there’s a host of 
information on the internet available 
to anyone prepared to invest a little 
time. Most angling clubs throughout 
England will manage stretches of 
rivers that have chub populations 
(Birmingham Anglers Association, 
as an example), but there also many 

free sections of river or day ticket 
stretches where an angler can buy 
a ticket on the bank. Joining one of 
the helpful UK-based Facebook pages 
could point you in the direction of 
some chub. Why not give it a go? After 
all, it’s only ‘a short hop across the 
water’…

 Catch you next time when I’ll 
hopefully be after something with a 
lot more teeth!

Dermot Ogle

Chub have a real fatal attraction for a short, 
stubby, shallow-running mini crankbait and 
will crash into them with gusto

4

5

6

7

8

4. Tight swims like this one on 
the Soar often mean you get 
one chance and once chance 
only at casting before the fish 
are spooked so make sure it’s a 
good one!

5 & 6. Lures like the famous 
Jitterbug are among my 
favourite patterns for summer 
chub. Make sure to crush the 
barbs on those trebles, or even 
replace them with singles.

7. A lovely plump summer 4+ 
which was definitely worth all 
the nettle stings and insect 
bites!

8. The fat little Kobito 32 is a 
superb chub lure. This and it 
bigger brother the ‘45’ are my 

summer go-to’s 
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E M M E T  K E L L Y 

“LIFE IS A WAY OF FISHING”
I  F ISH BECAUSE OF THE MAJOR STRESS RELIEF,  CONNECTION WITH NATURE AND THE GENERAL 
UNPREDICTABILITY,  WHERE YOU COULD COME HOME WITH A BLANK OR A PERSONAL BEST.  BE WARNED; 
NO MATTER HOW MUCH PREPARATION AND PLANNING YOU DO, THE UNFORESEEN CAN HIT YOU HARDER 
THAN A RIGHT HOOK FROM THE LATE MUHAMMAD ALI .  I ’LL  SET THE MOOD FOR YOU NOW AND TELL YOU 

THE STORY.. .

At home on the night of Thursday 26th May 2016 after 
packing for our clubs long awaited annual two-
day boat competition, just before bed, I was met 
with the usual feelings of unrelenting excitement, 

anxiety and the unknowing of how good the fishing would 
be. Many anglers can relate to the fact that you don’t get 
much sleep the night before going fishing as your mind just 
won’t turn off. I visualised shiny lures, double figured fish 
graciously entering my net, holding up my prize catches 
for a quick photo before releasing them and scantily clad 
women spraying champagne on me as I lifted the trophy for 
first place. Sports reporters would be fighting each other to 
get just a second to interview the champion… then I woke 
up.

 We arrived at the venue early on the morning 
of Friday 27th May bright-eyed and bushy-tailed. The 
competition wasn’t on until the Saturday and Sunday but 
we wanted to get a chance to set up, get a good look at the 
water before the forthcoming competition and also to relax 
the night before without having to worry about travelling 
the 180km drive down on the Saturday morning. So, with a 
great sense of accomplishment after setting our 12ft “Porta-
Bote” up to our liking, making perfect traces, assembling 
the rods, tackle neatly sorted and at the ready all we needed 
to do was pour hot water into the flask for our coffee on the 
morning of the competition and we were ready to go. 

 We had never been so organised. Basking in the 
astonishment of our readiness we put the feet up, watched 
a movie before heading to bed at a reasonable hour and 

for the first time not a drop of amber liquid passed our lips 
for fear of even the smallest hangover. This was a first for 
us also and we were more surprised than anyone that we 
resisted. It didn’t help that we were told that Aslan were 
playing in the pub literally across the road from us that 
night. Nevertheless, we didn’t take the bait in the hope 
that instead, plenty of pike would take our baits over the 
following two days.

 Anyway, the weekend dawned and we all jumped 
out of our beds in unplanned sequence, like an army 
regiment upon hearing the first trumpet call, and started 
the preparations for the competition. The check-in was 
buzzing with lads showing off new gear and tackle. There 
was boat talk, talk about the weather, talk about past trips, 
lads making traces, lads talking about the one that got away, 
lads showing pictures of recent catches; everyone was on 
top form and very excited. A test on all angler’s scales was 
completed to ensure fish would be weighed accurately and 
then we had a little talk to all members about the rules and 
finally - we were set. 

 As we jumped into the boat the usual slagging 
and banter was being thrown about the place as everyone’s 
eagerness to win showed. All we heard was white noise. 
Everything was happening around us but we were in a state 
of resolve and dedicated, we were “in the zone” as they call 
it and nothing could phase us. So, in a haze of diesel and 
petrol fumes from all of the other boats we set off out of the 
marina.

 We had been travelling on the water for about 15 
minutes. As we moved to our chosen destination in lovely 
summer sunshine our minds drifted off for a minute as 
we contemplated big fish and questioned how the fishing 
would be in these bright conditions. I looked to my left 
and was wondering what Ian Church and Rodney Gaynor 
were pointing at and shouting about. With the noise of 
the two engines I just thought they were doing the usual 
slagging and shouting we are used to from them so ignored 
their muffled, raised voices. However, they were shouting 
frantically to tell us that the nose of the boat was pointing 
down under the water. Unseen by us we were surfing on 
the wake of their boat with the nose pointing down and in a 
split second we weren’t in the zone anymore; we were in the 
Shannon up to our necks. 

 Water had washed in over the front of the boat then 
immediately rushed to the stern, swamping us. The back 
went under first, then the front. Dave gunned the engine 
to try and get us a few feet more towards the bank before 

we totally went under. The sound of inflatable life jackets 
exploding were like bombs of realisation going off in our 
heads of what was actually happening. It all unfolded in 
the blink of an eye. Clambering to hold on to something 
and trying to keep our boat from sinking to the bottom of 
the Shannon, we were grabbed by Ian and Rodney who 
thankfully brought us to shore. Without them all of our 
gear, boat and everything we worked so hard to acquire over 
the years would have been gone. If we hadn’t have had life 
jackets on we could have paid the ultimate price, too…

 As we were being helped in the boat became totally 
submerged. Only for Dave and I having a death-grip each on 
the sides on it we could kiss it and all of our tackle goodbye. 
Each foot we drew closer to safety was like someone lifting 
huge stones off my chest until we were on solid ground 
and all stones were lifted. Relief then washed over me like 

the water had done just a minute earlier. Upon inspection, 
all of our gear was, miraculously, still intact, soaking wet, 
of course, but intact and all accounted for. Our feet were 
on terra firma now and I would have kissed the ground 
had some cows not made it there before us and left some 
unwanted gifts on the bank, adding insult to injury.

 We proceeded to bail the water out of the boat so 
we could get “back on the horse”, however, as the engine 
had gone for a swim it was flooded and wouldn’t turnover. 
The only option then was to use the electric motor to bring 
us back to where we were staying and regroup. Thankfully 
we were given a loan of another engine but that was the least 
of our worries and I was still shaking with adrenaline some 
time after the incident. Dave had an emotionless look on his 
face like his life was still flashing before his eyes, he almost 
pinched himself to make sure what just happened wasn’t a 

“ THE SOUND OF INFLATABLE 
LIFE JACKETS EXPLODING 
WERE LIKE BOMBS OF 
REALISATION GOING OFF IN 
OUR HEADS OF WHAT WAS 
ACTUALLY HAPPENING.. .”

Why do you fish?
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dream. In that moment 
I just kept thinking 

about the second we 
submerged and that the 

thing that saved us was, firstly, that we kept calm and, 
secondly, we were buoyant. If it had have been very cold 
water in the middle of winter I don’t want to think of what 
could have been the outcome but the water temperature 
was between 10-15 degrees that weekend, thankfully.

 As we jumped off the boat at the marina our eyes 
couldn’t help glancing at all the rental boats that were sitting 
around. We looked at each other and contemplated not 
going back out on our own boat but we realised that if we 
had been paying attention this would never have happened 
in the first place so we decided to go back out but be over-
cautious. Both of us were born-again boaters now, with a 
new-found respect for the water and a realisation that no 
matter the boat, the water or the weather conditions, you 
need to be on the ball regardless. As the adrenaline wore off 
we got cold quickly so we ran into our lodgings, changed 
our clothes and got back out there again to finish the rest of 
the that day’s competition. We were extremely lucky to be 
able to do so and we know it.

 Despite losing over three and a half hours of our 
competition time we fished our hearts out. Dave caught 
5 pike and I had 7 which got me 4th place and Dave 6th on 
the day so we were happy enough as the fishing was poor 
for all and we had the added boat issue on our plates. The 
second day was a different ball game, after having time to 
think and coming down off the whole experience it seemed 
like we couldn’t catch a fish to save our lives, for the first 
half of the day anyway. The “incident” the day before had 
knocked us for six. With every Shannon cruiser that passed 
us I found I was grabbing on to each side of the boat as their 
wake passed us, secretly praying that nothing untoward 
happened. I think Dave was doing the same, too. Prayers 
were especially strong when uncaring idiots in speed boats 
flew past us even though we were in plain sight. They will 
never know how close they were from being purposely hit 
with a 6-inch copper trolling spoon as they sped past, but 
two wrongs and all that. 

 So, at the end of a disappointing day two I had only 
managed 3 fish while Dave had 5, which wasn’t good enough 
for either of us to finish in the top 5. But a sincere well done 
to all that did, especially the young whiz kid Lloyd Lynch 
who came first with an awesome bag under the difficult 

fishing conditions.

 Recent tragedies we have seen on the water in the 
past few years should have opened all of our eyes by now. 
Your life jacket is not called that for no reason; without 
one you can easily drown so please ensure you wear one, 
keep it on without question and check it before heading out 
anywhere on the water to ensure its functioning correctly. 
We will be stocking up our boat fully now with floating grab 
bags, flares and adding extra buoyancy to the boat to start. 
Always prepare for the worst-case scenario so you will be 
equipped if you are unlucky enough to be in that situation. 
However, we don’t wish that on anyone and hope everybody 
who reads this will be more cautious and won’t have to deal 
with what we encountered that day. We can’t count the 
amount of times we’ve been out on our boat and because 
of this familiarity we got complacent, as nothing major had 
ever happened until this occasion. We took it for granted 
that we were safe but we now know better. Respect water so 
in turn it will respect you. Check weather forecasts regularly 
and either know or read up on the water you are fishing so 
you’re not caught out.

 This eye-opening experience had given us both a 
new view on how precious life is and, in a weird way, had 
reminded me of why fishing is so great; I love fishing as it is 
so unpredictable in many different areas which most sports 
cannot come close to or even contend with. With each trip 
I learn something new about fishing, and myself. Even at 
home when fishing related topics come up or TV shows come 
on, I learn something or have a new experience – maybe 
it’s something political, scientific, emotionally compelling, 
sad or funny or maybe it’s none of these things. In fishing 
I constantly learn about new things – some unrelated to 
fishing but due to being an angler I want to make myself 
better and help other people, insects, fish and animals, 
which can only be a good thing. I’m not going to say “fishing 
is a way of life” as its much more than that. Instead I will say 
“life is a way of fishing.”
 
 Safe boating to all and tight lines lads and ladies. 
Thanks for reading

Emmet Kelly 

“ RECENT TRAGEDIES WE HAVE SEEN 
ON THE WATER IN THE PAST FEW YEARS 
SHOULD HAVE OPENED ALL OF OUR 
EYES BY NOW. YOUR LIFE JACKET IS NOT 
CALLED THAT FOR NO REASON; WITHOUT 
ONE YOU CAN EASILY DROWN.. .”

Why do you fish?
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The scoop

I’ve had numerous folk contact me 
of late asking why I have washed 
my hands of the “pike issue”. Some 

of you may recall I posted a rather 
blunt message one late evening 
which just said I was walking away. 
The fact that I’d just left Hanly’s Bar 
having consumed several pints of his 
finest porter may have influenced my 
decision. The following morning, in 
the cold light of day, I realised it was 
still the correct way to go. Several days 
later I received a phone call from Derek 
Talbot, who as most of you reading this 
will know, is my working partner at the 
Irish Angling Alliance. He told me he 
thought I had made the right move and 
he was about to follow suite. It’s not for 
me to discuss why Derek backed off but 
I will enlighten you all as to why I did it.

Who really cares? 

Quite frankly, having put my heart and 
soul into the gill net issue and spent 
many hours fighting the pike’s corner, 
I asked myself how many of you out 
there really care that much. It’s so easy 
to sit playing with your phones passing 
comment - many of which are just 
plain daft anyway - but how many are 
prepared to stand up when the chips 
are down? Hardly any of you. It’s so 
easy to sign a petition, as thousands 
of you across Ireland and the UK did. 
We had two rallies (protests) and the 
turn-out was paltry. Last year (2017) at 

the National Angling Show in Swords 
we called for a huge turn out to show 
how much we cared about stopping 
gill netting of the Great Western lakes. 
On both days I made the 180-mile 
round trip. On the Saturday 13 people 
turned up, including yours truly. On the 
Sunday, much to my embarrassment 
I was stood like a prat all on my 
lonesome.
 Derek and I were intense 
in our campaign and, regardless of 
what others say, at times had the 
establishment on the ropes. We drove 
literally hundreds of miles talking to 
TD’s and actually got to meet Minister 
Kyne in the big house in Dublin; a 
waste of time especially as far as Kyne 
was concerned as he came across as 
a very arrogant, self-opinionated man. 
Since then he has been consistent in 
proving this theory… We had several 
face-to-face meetings with the IFI in 
Dublin which we believe had some 
impact. Maybe not what we wanted 
but we were a permanent thorn in their 
uneducated backsides. I drove around 
the country giving talks to the general 
public and most were astounded at 
the atrocities taking place regarding 
the slaughter of our finest fisheries 
assets and how tax payer’s money was 
being used to do so. I even did a talk in 
Foxford, the lion’s den so to speak. I was 
amazed at how well it was received.
 Having said all that, it became 
obvious to me that in truth we were 

losing the fight to Kyne, the anti-pike 
faction of trout lobby and the IFI. To 
knock down a brick wall you need a 
big hammer. I called a few weeks ago 
for all clubs and organizations to back 
Derek and I at the IAA. I suggested we 
form a spearhead backed by clubs who 
would each have a delegate throwing 
sensible input at us. I put up the post 
across social media suggesting so and 
to be honest I knew what the outcome 
would be before I did it. The response 
was zilch, not even a solitary “thumbs 
up”.  Let me tell you why.
 There are too many folk who 
wallow in their own piss and self-
importance. In Ireland, it was like it 25 
years ago and it’s still like it now. I could 
visualize their reactions to my pleas. 
“Who the fuck does this blow-in think he 
is? After all I’ve been the chairman of this 
club now for so many years, how dare he 
suggest we listen to him” And so on…
“Why is nothing more happening now to 
fight for what is right?” I’m asked daily. 
Suddenly it’s all gone very quiet, they 
tell me. My reply has been “why don’t 
you ask the folks who have always run 

the show?” 
 I was recently handed an 
article which appeared in a local 
newspaper. The author, bless him, had 
printed the bullshit he had obviously 
been given in complete innocence. The 
story was in praise of our illustrious 
fisheries authority. Not to bore you all 
with the full half-page, I will relate some 
of what was said.
 The agency seized 647 items 
of illegal equipment in 2017 and 14,000 
meters of illegal nets. 14,000 meters in 
old money is nearly nine (9) miles of 
net. I ask if maybe the IFI included their 
own gill nets in that final tally? It goes 
on the say the IFI carried out 26,726 
environmental inspections. So that was 
what the guys were doing sitting in the 
van in Kilglass car park! One asleep and 
the other listening to the radio. Maybe 
inspecting the inside of eye lids falls 
into the afore mentioned category. It 
also says that 35,630 inspections were 
made of ‘recreational’ anglers putting 
in 187,426 person hours doing so! 
Pardon me for having a little chuckle 

because it just gets better. The proud 
boast is that 82 prosecutions were 
made. Now let me try to work this one 
out; 82 prosecutions divided by 187,426 
man hours is er… um, well not a lot for 
their efforts is it really.
 I’ll leave out most of the other 
rubbish, including a glowing statement 
made by Sean Kyne. Now if I may quote 
what Dr. Ciaran Byrne, CEO of Inland 
Fisheries Ireland has to say, “Protection 
gives us a platform to develop the sector. 
Ireland holds a very special place in 
Europe in terms of ecology and climate 
and, as a consequence, has extremely 
important fish stocks unique from 
neighbouring countries”. Now pardon 
me for once again appearing to be 
thick but isn’t this the very guy who 
resurrected gill netting in 2009 and has 
carried on giving it his seal of approval 
ever since?  Final word on this one. 
Many hundreds of ordinary people 
will read stuff like this in their local 
press and in the main, believe it. That’s 
dangerous.

Pollution cover-ups

Recently I have enjoyed the stuff 
written by Gary Robinson in this 
magazine. Articulate and spot on 
regarding the effect Homo sapiens are 
having on our watercourses and the 
downturn in certain fish species, with 
the uneducated firmly believing that 
the major culprits are the dastardly 
Esox. Those that know tell the true 
story. In 2016 Derek Talbot and I had 
several meeting in the Bush Hotel, 
Carrick-on-Shannon, with two senior 
investigators from the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). We were 
discussing one particular source of 
pollution which has been taking place 
on the Shannon since 1998. After the 
last meeting took place it became very 
evident that we were getting nowhere 
as denials were being made by them 
which quite frankly were an insult to 
our intelligence. Everybody knows this 
gross pollution is happening I guess, 
except apparently the EPA and the IFI. 
Yet another cover-up which leads you 
to the conclusion it’s not the only one 
taking place... 
 Recently I decided to consult 
certain studies that have been made 
in the UK. Yep, I know I keep quoting 
stuff from over the water but it is the 
only yard stick I can work to. Here 
goes; 26 sites were recently tested. 
Half of the sites tested under the EU 
Water Framework Directive exceed 
chronic pollution limits with two 
listed as chronic. 88% per cent of 
sites were contaminated, some falling 
under the acutely polluted banner. 
All sites still held fish stocks although 
diminishing in numbers. Imidacloprid 
and Clothianidin (both insecticides) 
were prevalent at most sites along 
with Thiamethoxam. Most of these 
pollutants fall under the neonicotinoids 
umbrella and, like here I guess, 
monitoring of systemic substances has 
been almost non-existent. Perhaps 
our EPA may peruse this article and 
take a more investigative attitude as 
to what is taking place in our waters. 
On the other hand, they made take 
a look and maintain that there is no 
issue whatsoever. Just my opinion, of 
course...

Geoff Cooper

IRELAND’S STRAIGHT-TALKING ANGLING COMMENTATOR
Geoff Cooper

Quite frankly, having put my heart and soul into 
the gill net issue and spent many hours fighting 
the pike’s corner, I asked myself how many of 
you out there really care that much?

The grim reality: how many actually care about pike?

Seems it is easier to pretend there are no 
issues with our water quality rather than 
do something to address them...

In spite all the cries for change, 
gill netting still goes on in the 
Western lakes...

Everybody knows this gross pollution is 
happening I guess, except apparently the EPA and 
the IFI. Yet another cover-up which leads you to 
the conclusion it’s not the only one taking place... 
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K   nown as a very hard fighting 
sport fish, this summer species 
is a favourite of anglers who 

eagerly await its return each spring. 
The smooth hound is one of the few 
fish which has very little commercial 
value, which is a real bonus for 

anglers as once they arrive in 
late spring/ early summer 

there tends to be plenty 
around. Historically 

they were localised 
to the east coast, 
mainly Wexford 
and Wicklow, and 

anglers travelled from 
all over Ireland for the 

chance to connect with one. In 
more recent years they have spread 
both west and north (with catches 
now occurring regularly in Dublin) 
and south and west to Waterford, 
with reports of fish even further west 
in Cork and even Tralee Bay. My first 
smooth hound in Waterford was 
on Tramore beach in 2010 at a time 
when it was a rare catch. Eight years 
on and Waterford Estuary, Tramore 
Bay & Youghal throw up regular 
numbers of “smoothies”.
   As well as its renowned 
fighting ability, it’s a high-scoring 
match fish and much sought after 
by specimen hunters. The Irish 
Specimen Fish Committee (ISFC) 
specimen weight is currently set 
at 3.5kg (7.72lb) with the record 
standing at a colossal 11.27kg 
(24.85lb). Recently introduced 
conservation measures mean that a 
specimen can also be claimed based 
on length alone (100cm total length) 
without the need for weighing on 
land. I have found that a fish of 
100cm will be well over the 7.72lb 

threshold and just recently (as you’ll 
read later) I landed a fish of just 
over 100cm weighing in at 9.5lb. The 
introduction of the length based 
specimen category was a great help 
to boat anglers, especially, and better 
for the fish themselves, increasing its 
chances of being released unharmed. 
For any small boat angler wishing to 
claim specimens of any of the shark 
species an Inland Fisheries Ireland 
measure mat is a must on your boat. 

To find marks and areas for smooth 
hounds it’s best to keep an eye out for 
reports on social media, a modern 
tool (literally) in the angler’s pocket 
to finding out what is going on 
and where. Also, the annual Irish 
Specimen Fish Committee report 
book will give a good idea where the 

bigger specimens are caught each 
year. There are a lot of sea angling 
clubs around the country and for 
novice anglers there is surely no 
better way of learning than joining 
one and gaining knowledge through 
the more experienced members. I’m 
generalising here but usually look for 
somewhere from broken ground to 
sand or mud, anywhere with a good 
supply of crab and smooth hounds 
won’t be too far away. I fish a range of 
marks from 30-80ft locally but again 
they all have a couple of things in 
common; good strong tidal flows and 
plenty of food. 

smoothiesSmall boat
Barry Murphy

Tackle & tactics

A recent specimen smooth 
hound of just over 100cm 
on the measuring mat. From 
capture to return took just a 
couple of minutes.

SMALL BOAT BUFF BARRY MURPHY RECOMMENDS HOW 
AND WHERE TO FIND & CATCH SMOOTH HOUNDS BEFORE 
THEN PUTTING HIS OWN ADVICE INTO PRACTICE...
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Sometimes, particularly on new or unfamiliar marks, you just have to put in the 
hours, anchor up and fish a tide from low to high and/or high to low. After a few 
trips you will soon get to know the times the fish are feeding...

 Once you pin-point an area 
to target your hounds the tactics are 
next; knowledge of the tides, traces 
and bait is key. The best tides are 
very dependent on the area and local 
knowledge and experience will help 
narrow down the best times to fish. 
If you are totally in the dark on the 
tides, I personally find that smooth 
hounds feed best with the tide 
running hard so I keep away from 
slack periods at the top and bottom 
of the tide. Sometimes, particularly 
on new or unfamiliar marks, you just 
have to put in the hours, anchor up 
and fish a tide from low to high and 
or high to low. After a few trips you 
will soon get to know the times the 
fish are feeding. Hounds are pack 
fish and move on the tide so putting 

in the hours you 
will soon get 
to know where 
the fish are at 
different stages 
of the tide. 
 As for bait, 
I have caught 
smoothies on 
most baits 
including 
lugworm, 
ragworm, 
mackerel (fresh 
and frozen) and 
squid but the 
key to consistent 
catches is peeler 
crab. Generally 
when smooth 

hound fishing I have a second rod 
out to see what else is about and this 
is normally when I have catches on 
the less productive baits. Still, I have 
consistently found that crab will 
out-fish other baits ten to one. This 
could just be a local thing though 
and it pays to experiment. In the UK 
squid and rag’ are highly rated. I did 
find recently, on a trip out of Kilmore 
Quay, Co. Wexford, that I had a good 
number of fish on squid when crabs 
were scarce. 
 June, July and August are 
peak smooth hound times and this 
happens to coincide with a poor time 
of the year for crabs. Generally this 
time of the year the crabs are finished 
the spring moult and numbers 
are low. An obvious tip here is to 
freeze down a good supply earlier 
in the year when crab numbers are 
plentiful – most dedicated sea anglers 
will prioritise this bait preparation 
over actual fishing in the spring. To 
keep the crab in the best condition, 
remove the legs, lungs and shell when 
they are peeling and individually 
wrap in cling film or tin foil before 
freezing. To reduce wastage I bring 
my bait in a cool box containing 
freezer blocks, only removing crab as 
required. Any unused crab will still 
be frozen and can be put back into 
the freezer for future trips. They are 
too precious to throw away!
 Rod and reel choice, as 
always, is a personal choice but in 
general the days of 50lb class rods 
and winches are long gone. There 
are plenty of good uptiders on the 
market, depending on your budget, 
12-15lb class rods. I also like to use 
like to use lighter, longer congenital 
match-style rods and fixed spool 
reels. 15-20lb braid with a shock 
leader I find perfect for boat fishing. 
My rods at the minute are a Zziplex 
Sea Raider 3 GT, custom built by Mike 

Roche, with a 3m Tubertini Nauteck 
alongside. As stated, smooth hounds 
like fast-flowing water and strong 
tides like we have on the east coast 
and in estuaries so the lighter the line 
the easier it will cut through the tide 
and the better your presentation and 
bite detection will be. That said, the 
line must still be substantial enough 
to handle the strong runs of a good 
hound.
 My own preference on the 
trace front is to fish the bait below 
the lead with the use of a boom. 
If there are big hounds around or 
good numbers a single hook baited 
with crab is my rig of choice but if 
numbers a low and bites are scarce 
I’ll fish a three-down trace. This is 
the same as the single hook rig but 
with two extra hooks added between 
the boom and the end (point) hook. 
Having three baits in the water can 
add to the all-important scent trail 
and help draw the fish. A trace body 
of 40-60lb is about right and I choose 
the same 0.4 or 0.5mm Tubertini 
Gorilla fluorocarbon for my snoods, 
which I favour without any bling, 
beads etc. As for hooks, anything 
from a size 1 to 3/0 hook is fine, with 
hook type and style down to you. I 
find you can never go wrong with 
Kamasan Aberdeens as a safe choice, 
but for boat fishing more recently I 
am going with Gamakatsu hooks. 
 When the tide is running 
hard I prefer to uptide method of 

fishing (covered way back in issue 
10 HERE), using a grip lead and 
casting uptide away from the boat. 
Once your lead hits the bottom let 
out more line to create a bow. This 
allows the weight to grip in to the sea 
floor and the angle of the line from 
the bow helps the grip stay put. The 
tip of your rod will have a bend with 
the pull of the tide which will spring 
loose once the lead breaks its grip 
when a fish takes. You can also down-
tide of course using a plain lead and 
dropping the trace below the boat 
where it should settle down-tide of 
the boat. Personally, in a very strong 
run I find up-tiding keeps the bait on 
the sea floor (where you want it) and 
presents it better. One very important 
point is to make sure your reel drag 
is set correctly, which allows a bigger 
fish to run if it wants to. Smooth 
hounds can run off at lightning speed 
and if the drag is not set correctly the 
fish will break the trace or the hook 
could just pull out or break, meaning 
both a lost fish and, in the worst case, 
a fish swimming around with a trace 
or snood still in its mouth.

My first attempt at a smooth hound 
this year (2018) came in the 2nd week 
of May; a day spent with the family 
and trip out in the boat for a picnic 
rounded off with a bit of fishing to 
see if, after a long winter, our hard-
fighting summer friends had arrived. 
With a dozen or so fresh peeler in 
the bucket, prime bait if the fish 

June to August are the best 
times for hounds but peeler 
crab is scarce so it pays to 
prepare & freeze down baits 
in the spring. This Wexford 
fish came to frozen crab.

My son Alex with his first 
ever smooth hound which 
he was over the moon with, 
as was I! 

Smoothies will take a range 
of traditional baits but 
peeler crab are definitely the 
key to success. To ensure 
consistent summer sport 
you realistically have to 
prepare & freeze your own 
supply of crab in the spring

Advice into practice...

were there, we were in with a good 
shout. I baited up a three-down rig 
and flicked it up-tide. As seems to 
happen in every type of fishing, no 
sooner had the first cup of tea been 
poured and the first bite out of the 
sandwich taken, one of the rods gave 
a few knocks and the bend in the tip 
straightened as the fish moved off 
with the bait. I reeled up the slack 
and waited to feel the fish before 
setting the hook.  From the bite I 
knew this was our target species. At 
this stage I handed the rod over to my 
young son Alex and after a hard fight 
a small hound broke the surface at 
the side of the boat. The excitement 
of a seven-year-old surrounding this 
four-pound fish (a shark, after all!) 
was huge; it must have seemed like 
a monster to him! He was over the 
moon and his day was made with that 
small hound, as was mine. We fished 
on for an hour or so landing another 
half dozen smoothies - nothing 
major in size, biggest hitting 5lb - 
along with some nice dabs, dogs and 
flounder.  
 My next notable day on the 
hounds was an out-of-the-blue trip 
and one not intended for hounds at 
all. A Sunday at the start of June saw 
a free day with no plans for once so, 
after spending two days boat fishing 
the week before for the Dunmore 
East Small Boats festival with just 
one expected species eluding me – a 
thornback ray – I decided to set that 
straight. With one measly frozen 
mackerel and a few crab in the 
fridge I decided not to waste the day, 
especially since the weather was so 
good. 
 A plan was hatched and 
the number one priority was to get 
a few extra mackerel to restock the 
freezer and have some fresh mackerel 
to target the elusive ray from the 
week previous. As it turned out, 
despite trying for over an hour, no 
mackerel showed. This seems to be 
very much the trend for the year all 
over. It is very worrying how scarce 
they are and the situation seems to 
be getting worse as each year goes 
by. So, it was back to plan B and I 
anchored up with the single mackerel 
and handful of crab. My chosen 
location had produced rays the week 
before for some of the Welsh boats 
so spirits were high as the tide was 
ideal, an hour after the start of the 
push. Starting with mackerel baits, I 
was into dogfish straight away, often 
two at a time. A switch on the other 
rod to crab soon produced a small 
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but aggressive rattle on the rod tip, 
a hound of doggie size was soon 
on board and quickly released. The 
dogs kept coming to both crab and 
mackerel baits but after few more 
small hounds the size was slowly 
increasing to fish in the 4 to 5lb class. 
 With thoughts turning to 
a move to try a mark better known 
for fewer but bigger hounds, a good 
knock on the mackerel rod produced 
a small bull huss, another fish which 
had eluded me the week previous 
at the small boats festival. No 
sooner was he released then a more 
noticeable bite on the crab rod caught 
my attention and a quick wind down 
on the slack line to make contact 
with the fish saw me into something 
much more substantial. After a few 
lunging dives and runs the fish came 
into sight. Straight away I knew the 
net was needed as it was a clearly 
close to double figures. Knowing such 
a good fish is on the end can make 
the time between seeing and safely 
landing feel like an eternity. With the 

fish finally netted and on the deck 
of the boat it was time to work fast 
and gently to get the fish measured 
and weighed in the heat of the day. 
Preparation and calmness is key here.  
At 100.05 cm long and 9.5lb weight 
my first specimen smooth hound of 
the year was in the bag and I was, 
understandably, delighted! After 
that fish the change of marks was 
postponed for one more cast; as an 
angler that “one more cast” can turn 
into long, lost hours, the thought of 
“what if?” and “what will I miss if I 
move?” For me this is what makes 
angling so addictive.  
 With only dogfish on the 
next two casts the delayed move 
finally happened. No sooner had the 
anchor set and baits hit the deck at 
the new mark that my rod was bent 
into a nice smooth hound over the 
6lb mark. Two more of similar size 
soon followed, but with only two 
crabs left time was running out. With 
the penultimate crab lashed on to 
the hook and cast out into the strong 

flowing tide I started the inevitable 
tidy-up and prepared for the trip 
home. Just as I was about to wind in 
to change the bait for the very last 
cast I got a really good take and from 
the off I knew I was into another big 
fish. Immediately it stripped 30 yards 
of line off my spool but eventually I 
started gaining a bit back. As the fish 
saw light it ran again but this time 
there was that dreaded “ping” and 
loss of pressure - the fish was lost. On 
retrieval of the trace it could be seen 
that the fish broke the snood; a 40lb 
snood snapped. In reality this was 
probably due to earlier damage and 
abrasion from the other fish rather 
than a monster from the deep. I guess 
I’ll never know. What I do know is 
that smooth hounds really do provide 
great summer sport and I’d had a 
cracking day. Tight lines,

Barry Murphy

...the change of marks was postponed for one more cast; as an 
angler that “one more cast” can turn into long, lost hours, the 
thought of “what if? ” and “what will I miss if I move? ” For me 
this is what makes angling so addictive...

My last decent smoothie 
on a recent trip before the 
infamous “one that got 
away”!

Aimed directly at the match or dedicated angler who fish with long range, 
fixed spool surf casting rods and need the flexibility of using different diameter 
lines. A versatile reel that can accommodate any one of three spare spools 
available. This expandable system gives you the versatility to adapt to any 
fishing situation. Features an ultra precise drag, a slow oscillation system and 
comes with a medium and deep spool, reel bag and spool bands.

Tech specs: 11 Shielded SS Bearings, Gear Ratio 4.6:1

VIRTUOSO XT - RRP £79.99 | SPARE SPOOLS - RRP £15.99 to £17.99

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO
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Is this the future of bait packaging?
UK carp company Casual Carper has recently started selling its boilies in fully biodegradable bags 
- an industry first. We had a quick chat about the reasons for this move and its implications with 

innovator Simon Gardner

I initially setup the Casual Carper website as a fishing blog a few years 
ago with the plan to start selling bait under the brand name but what with 
having a day job and children it took a little longer to get to the bait part 
than expected! Happily, I finally started selling bait at the start of this year 
(2018).

After a good initial response to my baits I was about to bulk order 1,000 
plastic boilie bags - like all other companies use. At home we do our best to 
avoid single use plastics and recycle everything we can and I just could not 
stand the thought of being responsible for another 1,000 plastic bags in the 
world with my brand name on. So, I started researching alternatives. After 
some searching around I found a company in Canada called Tekpak who 
produced “omnidegradable” bags (this term is a trademark of the company) 
which are actually not that much more per unit than regular plastic but have 
none of the disadvantages. 

Unlike plastics, which take hundreds of years to break down (many never 
fully degrade), these bags (plus labels) break down harmlessly in most 
environments and after testing some samples I found they were suitable for 
storing shelf-life baits, which is what I currently make and sell. These bags 
are generally used for storing coffee but are suitable for other uses, although 
they are not suitable for long-term freezer storage as they do start to break 
down. They do take a little more care than a normal plastic bag - they just 
need to be stored in a cool dry place and cleaned or dried off if they get wet 
or dirty. 
               (continued overleaf)

Q

Q

Q

SIMON, CAN YOU TELL US WHERE THE CASUAL CARPER BRAND 
BEGAN?

YOU ARE, AT THE TIME OF PUBLICATION, THE ONLY COMPANY IN 
THE UK (OR PRETTY MUCH ANYWHERE ELSE FOR THAT MATTER) 

TO SELL BAIT IN BIODEGRADABLE PACKAGING. WHY DID YOU GO 
DOWN THIS ROUTE WHEN TRADITIONAL PLASTIC BAGS WOULD NO 
DOUBT BE A MORE AFFORDABLE OPTION FOR YOU?

HOW EXACTLY DO THESE BAGS DIFFER FROM NORMAL PLASTIC 
ONES?

Once the bags start to break down it 
takes an average of just 3 to 6 months 

for them to become compost

@ Casual Carper

www.casualcarper.com
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Yes, the bags are made from a truly biodegradable plastic and will break down anywhere there is soil or moisture such as landfill or 
compost heaps. Once the bags start to break down it takes an average of just 3 to 6 months for them to become compost, turning into 
carbon dioxide (CO2), water and a small amount of organic biomass. 

Q SO THESE BAGS ARE COMPOSTABLE, THEN?

At the moment bait is sold in 2.5kg size bags and are stable on the shelf for as long as they are needed. The bags are very durable so 
long as they are kept dry and are free-standing and fully resealable. Currently we offer two bait choices, White Chocolate & Orange and 
Spiced Krill, plus matching pop ups, wafters and complimentary liquids.

Part of my goal for the business is to make carp fishing products that are more environmentally friendly and reduce the amount of plastic 
produced by the industry every year. I’ve posted some news on the process of getting the bags on social media and have had a great 
response from a lot of carpers who’d like an alternative to plastic bags. Of course, there is significant scope for these bags to be used for 
other products such as groundbaits and pellets. Hopefully they become, in time, the industry standard. 
 
The next step for the Casual Carper business is to offer hook baits in refill bags instead of plastic pots so customers can just use the 
pots they already have (who doesn’t have a box full in the shed?) in exchange for a discount on their bait - I’m expecting this to launch 
in October some time once I’ve got some more of the logistics of it sorted. Most plastic pots (including ours) are made from PET 
(polyethylene terephthalate) and are recyclable but the less plastic we produce and use the better, in my opinion.

Q

Q

WHAT SIZE BAGS DO YOU OFFER CURRENTLY? 

THIS REALLY IS A GREAT IDEA AND SHOWS HOW COMMITTED PEOPLE LIKE YOU NOW ARE TO REDUCING PLASTIC WASTE. 
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR THIS TYPE OF PACKAGING FOR YOU AND FOR THE INDUSTRY IN GENERAL?

@ Casual Carper www.casualcarper.comFOR MORE INFO:
“

“ Of course, there is significant 
scope for these bags to be used 

for other products
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THE TRANSATLANTIC DISPUTATIONS: 
ESSAYS AND MEDITATIONS (2012)
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M A T T H E W  K E A R N E Y“AT THE WATER’S EDGE”
I find that fishing evokes 

something primal yet poetic 
in us as humans. The notion 
of sitting by the bank side 

conjures scenes from W.B. Yeats’ 
“The Lake Isle of Innisfree” in my 
mind. For me, what is so alluring 
about fishing is escaping from the 
chaos of life and stepping into a 
temporary world where solitude 
and meaning can be found. 

 It is very difficult to 
explain the appeal of fishing to 
someone who has never done 
it before, and quite often any 
attempt to do so is met with a 
bewildered or puzzled look. There 
is a special feeling about arriving 
at a water with that curiosity of 
what might be lurking beneath 
the surface. The act of chucking 
a baited hook into a lake or river 
sounds so unexciting and dull yet 
is so captivating for the angler. 

 Another reason I fish is 
the endless variables involved 
that determine success, or failure. 
Sometimes, we’re left feeling 
like an alchemist, searching 
for that perfect combination of 
elements in hope of unlocking 
the code to a particular venue or 
species. We travel near and far 
to discover new places to cast a 
line. We invest hours of sitting 
patiently, waiting for the float to 
disappear from sight, the quiver 
tip to wrap around, the bite alarm 
to scream off. We dedicate years 
of our lives at the water’s edge 
in hope of perfecting this skill of 
angling someday, learning from 
our blunders and relishing in 
our achievements. These are the 
reasons why I fish, why I love to 
fish.

Matthew Kearney

Why do you fish?

“ IT  IS  VERY DIFFICULT TO EXPLAIN THE 
APPEAL OF FISHING TO SOMEONE WHO 
HAS NEVER DONE IT BEFORE. . .”
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The brain child of England U21 International Callum Graham. The Tronixpro 
Cobra Light is a British take on continental beach ledgering rods. Designed 
to provide all the benefits of accentuated bite detection and delicate bait 
delivery when fishing at range - whilst  standing up to the rigours of fishing 
around the UK and Ireland. Constructed of 40t  Japanese Carbon and fitted 
with FUJI Alconite KWAG Guides and a FUJI DPSSD P Reel Seat.

TRONIXPRO COBRA LIGHT - LENGTH: 4.2M - CASTING: 50-150g - 
RRP £259.99

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO

https://www.tronixfishing.com/?utm_source=offthesacle&utm_campaign=cobralight&utm_medium=advert
https://www.tronixfishing.com/?utm_source=offthesacle&utm_campaign=yourcatches&utm_medium=advert
https://www.facebook.com/tronixpro
https://www.instagram.com/tronixpro1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt5reW84aK-9fsVpzqUTQEw
http://www.anglers-nlrs.co.uk
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erseverance 
offays

Sidney Kennedy
Cork’s Sidney Kennedy is one of
Ireland’s most renowned specimen 
hunters & former Irish carp record 
holder - game, coarse or sea, if it 
swims he’s probably caught it!

In fishing at least, effort usually equals reward but it’s not 
always that simple, as specimen hunter Sidney Kennedy 
has been reminded repeatedly this year whilst fishing out 
of Tralee Bay in Kerry...

Last year I got in touch with the Fenit marina 
near Tralee in Co. Kerry for a cost to leave 
my 6.2-meter boat there for two months in 
2018, April and May. As those months are 

in the off-season, it was at a lower cost, working 
out at under €30 a week, although costs will vary 
for different sizes of boats, of course. My first trip 
out from the new mooring in Tralee Bay was with 
renowned sea angler and tackle shop owner Dan 
Lynch at the very start of April. It was cold and 
the water temperatures were well down on what 
they would be normally. We fished all the areas 
that should have held fish based on our past 
experiences but there was not even a crab to be 
seen. We put in some ten biteless hours before 
deciding to take a trip out of the bay to see if 
we could save the dreaded blank with at least a 
dogfish. 
 We were soon at least four miles outside 
Fenit lighthouse, in much deeper water, but we sat 
there for another hour without a touch. Dan is a 
great competition angler and can almost always 
get some bites from something so he dropped the 
size of his hook down with a smaller piece of crab 
looking for some type of flat fish. After a matter of 
minutes, he got that lovely bend on his quiver tip 
rod before the reeled screamed off – this wasn’t a 
flattie! With only a size 2-hook and 15lb line, the 
fish bent and tested every part of the gear to its 
max. Playing the game of “guess who” between 
us, when it finally came to the surface we saw, to 
our surprise, that it was a cracking sized stingray of 
33lb. With Dan battling it for another few minutes 
on ridiculously light gear I slipped the net under 
it and brought it on board. What a way to save a 
blank!       

RIGHT: A highlight of a tough 
spring & summer fishing 
Fenit, a cracking mid-30 
tope which gave me a truly 
great fight

WORDS: Sidney Kennedy

IMAGES: Sidney Kennedy, 
Glenn McCormack & 
friends
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 Strangely we have fished the same spot 
a good few times since without so much as a 
dogfish. It was the only fish we had for 12 hours 
fishing time that first weekend. It was tough going..

I made a promise to my six-year-old daughter, 
Amy, that if the weather was good and warm 
in late April or early May I would take her out on 
the “big boat”. Low and behold the weather was 
super so now it was time to see had she her sea 
legs. The plan was to aim for a two-day session 
but this would be down to Amy and if she was up 
for it - and if there was any fish around. She is very 
patient in fairness but all kids need to catch or see 
some fish to keep the interest levels up. 
 As we arrived at the pier Amy was all 
excited for her first proper boat trip. The joy of 
having the boat in the marina is that it didn’t take 
long before we were at anchor and fishing – no 
launching boats for a few weeks! It was a slow 
start with only a few dogfish biting but it was 
much improved since the last day, I guess given 
the rise in water temperatures. To be honest I was 
delighted to see her handling the dogs with ease 
and it was good practice for her. 
 As the hours passed and the tide turned 
(twice) I started to think that it was going to be 
a bust again until her rod finally bent over with 
something a bit bigger on the end. It was crazy 
watching her fighting what was clearly a ray. As 
the fish dove you could see her little feet move 
up to her tippy-toes and back down. I had to grab 
onto her life jacket for safety, as she was starting 
to struggle with it. As the leader came out of the 
water, I grabbed it and pulled the ray boat-side. 
It was a large undulate and our Spanish friend 
Jorgé quickly grabbed the net and put it under it. 
As there is now a length-based specimen category 
for them (85cm is the target) we put it on the 
measuring mat, where it went 87.5cm. An amazing 
start to Amy’s boat fishing adventures.
 We had another small male before the 
sun started to set and, as Amy wanted to stay out a 
bit longer (honestly!), we decided give it one more 
hour before we headed into the marina. With the 
rods and bait settled it was amazing watching the 
sun disappear over the water and land. There’s no 
place I’d rather have been.

 With time and tide disappearing fast, 
I decided to give the boat a light wash down, 
to save doing it back at the marina. As I lifted a 
bucket of the water into the boat the butt of a rod 
hit me square in the mouth and as I was just about 
to curse the reel gave a good few clicks. As I looked 
up the rod open-mouthed I saw it was bent over. 
At the same exact moment Jorgé said he was into 
a fish as well. At first I worried that maybe the rods 
had tangled but they were fished a fair distance 
apart and it turned out that we both had an 
undulate ray on, soon landing a male and female 
pair. That was it for another ten-hour day. At least 
the fishing was getting better… 

With every week that passed the fishing slightly 
improved but not as good as recent years, I have 
to be honest. I think it is largely down to the lack 
of knowledge that some sea anglers have. I say 
this because I have seen worrying numbers of 
dead undulate and thornbacks spread along 
Fenit pier (especially after 2am) and I do believe 
if conservation signs were placed along the pier 
with ID photos saying what fish species should be 
protected (e.g. rays and angel sharks) a lot of the 
dead fish would have been put back alive and not 
taken for the pot.
 With my good friend Jim (James) Leahy 
living just a few minutes from Fenit, he obviously 
has a very good grasp of were the fish could be at 
any given time so he kindly shared a few marks to 
try out. On the next mammoth session good friend 
Terry Jackson joined Amy and I and we racked up 
over 57 hours of actual fishing on some new marks 
for a hand full of undulates, a few thornbacks and 
dogfish. The weather was warmer than previous 
trips and the water temperature was up but it was 
still very tough going. We did get what we were 
after - specimen undulates – with Terry landing 
two to my own. Terry did his own blog on this trip 

Getting better...

LEFT: Amy with her first 
specimen undulate ray at 
87.5cm on her first “big 
boat” trip

RIGHT: A male & a female 
undulate at the same time 
for Jorgé and I

It was crazy watching her 
fighting what was clearly a ray. 
As the fish dove you could see 
her little feet move up to her 
tippy-toes and back down. I had 
to grab onto her life jacket for 
safety...

Racking up the hours....
ABOVE: A gorgeous Tralee 
Bay sunset. There’s few 
places I’d rather be on a day 
like this.
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which you can read HERE.
 My next trip was two weeks later, again 
with Terry and Amy, the week after the annual 
Tag-a-Ray competition in Fenit. The fishing that 
weekend was good for many anglers who fished 
but when we were there it was awful. Really, really 
slow. There was not a ray to be caught so I phoned 
my friend Jim again for some advice. He said the 
fishing had been shocking for the last few days 
(no kidding), with tope the only fish being caught. 
With that, he gave me a mark to try and we headed 
for it. It was a good spin from where we were but 
we had little choice but to go if we wanted to catch 
something. The inner bay seemed empty of fish.
 With the boat at anchor and the tope rods 
out we decided to put some smaller baits down to 
see if there were any dogs and rays about. We were 
there for only a short time when we got a tope run 
but it quickly dropped the bait.  Again, Terry has 
covered the trip in his own blog so I won’t repeat 
what he has said. Long story short, by the end of 
the day we had landed four tope. Terry managed a 
super forty pounder and Amy had two, the biggest 
going 26.5lb. I also had one about the same size. 
Thanks, Jim!

My boat’s short stay in Fenit marina soon came 
to an end. I did consider keeping her there for a 
few more weeks but if I’m honest the quality of 
the fishing was pretty poor most of the time and 
I couldn’t justify the travel, food and bait costs on 
top of the mooring fee, not when there were other 
species elsewhere to target.

 A few weeks later saw me getting the 
“Specimen Hunter” ready for the tow over to 
Wicklow for some smooth hound. She needed 
and deserved a fair bit of TLC after the long Kerry 
trips. A friend had organised the whole thing but 
sadly at the last minute he pulled out, meaning 
a lot of time wasted getting ready for it. With the 
weather forecast super for boat fishing, I couldn’t 
not go out so I decided to go back to Fenit, for my 
sins. The main reason was my friend Jim and his 
buddy Mick were going to head out to the 200ft-
plus marks looking for spur dogs, which was a fish 
I had not caught in years. It was going to be a split 
trip, with the first day after tope and undulates 
with Amy and Glenn McCormack, and the next a 
two-boat affair for spur dogs with Glenn and Ross 
Macklin alongside Jim and Mick. 
 As Glenn had a long drive from Dublin, 
we agreed that if he drove to my house in Cork late 
at night then I would drive the rest of the way to 
Kerry with the boat so he could get some sleep. As 
we arrived Glenn opened his eyes and saw Tralee 
Bay for the first time. Like most anglers, “Jaysus, 
what an amazing looking place!” was all he said 

On the next mammoth session 
good friend Terry Jackson joined 
Amy and I and we racked up 
over 57 hours of actual fishing 
for a hand full of undulates, a 
few thornbacks and dogfish... 
very tough going...

An unplanned return...

LEFT: Amy with her first ever 
tope which weighed just 
over 26lb

TOP LEFT: Fenit is worth 
fishing for the scenery 
alone. There can be few slips 
anywhere as beautiful

TOP RIGHT: We were plagued 
by spider crabs on several 
trips out. Sometimes they 
even cut our hooks off! 

MIDDLE LEFT: Dan Lynch 
with a very lucky capture 
on very light gear - a 33lb 
specimen sting ray from late 
April 

MIDDLE RIGHT: The business 
end of an undulate ray

BOTTOM: The strangest 
capture this year so far was 
this schoolie bass which 
had literally grown around 
a piece of old net. It was 
deeply embedded and even 
though we managed to cut 
it out there was a very deep 
wound and survival was 
unlikely

OPPOSITE PAGE
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and you could see the excitement building. With 
very little effort we were soon ready to go, the only 
thing left was to prepare the chum bag which, as 
always, Amy helped with.
 We headed for the tope mark first as the 
tide was pushing too hard for the famous Monk 
Hole, the local hotspot for rays. As we swung the 
baits out (frozen mackerel) Glenn said that a tope 
of ten pounds would do him, as he’d never caught 
one before. As Glenn was messing around taking 
some video shots I looked up to see his float 
running towards the boat. It was a mini version of 
when the shark from Jaws was pulling the yellow 
barrel around! 
 With the balloon float passing the boat 
I warned that it was heading for the anchor so 
Glenn tightened up, just as it hit the rope, and with 
his quick reactions he jumped up to the bow of 
the boat and got his rod and line under and away 
from danger. After that drama the battle was won 
and Glenn was soon smiling ear to ear in the Kerry 
sunshine holding a lovely 26lb tope up for the 
camera. Welcome to Fenit!
 We decided to fish the slacker part of 
the tide back in the Monk Hole. With the boat re-
anchored and rods out it was time to sit back and 
take in the amazing weather we were having. As 
I started to doze off in the sunshine, Amy’s spool 
gave a few clicks and then nearly melted with 
a lightning fast take. As Amy picked up the rod I 
was secretly hoping that she could manage the 
blistering run from what we knew was another 
tope. Once the fish had taken a few hundred 
yards off the reel, she looked very comfortable 
fighting it! With nearly all the line safely back on 
the spool, I was able to grab the trace and pull it 
onto the deck. With the tope on board and Amy 

As Glenn was messing around 
taking some video shots I looked 
up to see his float running 
towards the boat. It was a mini 
version of when the shark from 
Jaws was pulling the yellow 
barrel around! 

ABOVE: We use a large 
recovery bucket on board 
which allows for multiple 
shots like this. I think all boat 
anglers should use one

BELOW: Glenn was very 
impressed with his first visit 
to Fenit, especially after 
landing his first tope of 26lb 
in heatwave conditions. He 
had another 20lb fish about 
20 minutes later

OPPOSITE: I honestly think 
she enjoys making the chum 
up! This one had about ten 
different types of fish and 
smells to go with it
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in the cabin for safety (until I unhooked it and got 
it under control for a photo), we weighed it at just 
over 30lb, her new PB but most importantly bigger 
than Glenn’s! 
 At slack water I got an unexpected run off 
a tope on the ray rod which had a 40lb mono trace 
and a small strip of bait. All I could do was try to 
enjoy it before it bit me off. As the fight went on I 
started to think the hook must be in the corner of 
the mouth but even if it was all it had to do was 
turn its teeth towards the line and it would be 
game over. With every headshake my heart was in 
my mouth and it was only once the net was under 
it that I could relax - another 30lb+. A tope each on 
the first day, this was more like it.
 With light started to fade both Amy and 
I struck into an undulate ray each. With the rays 
in my red recovery bucket (something very few 
boat anglers seem to use, sadly) I re-baited and 
dropped back down straight away as Glenn got 
the camera ready. As we were just going to lift the 
rays out of the water, the rod I had just dropped 
down bent over again and before long a nice 
thornback joined his undulate cousins. 
 Glenn was still praying for his first 
undulate as another scorching hot day was ending 

and just as I said “five more minutes” Glenn was 
into a ray. I had my fingers crossed that is was 
the fish he was after and so it was; an undulate 
breached the surface and ended a very enjoyable 
day. As we were heading out of the bay at 6am 
the following morning in pursuit of spur dogs 
we decided it was time to head in and get some 
much-needed sleep. 
 We managed some uncomfortable sleep 
in the heat of night in the bivvies near the slipway. 
Once my alarm went off at 5.30am I stretched 
my arms and legs and could feel the heat of the 
morning sun rushing through my sleeping bag. 
Ireland is a truly wonderful country when we have 
good weather. That trip was like being on holiday!
With the jeep packed and everybody on board the 
boats, we started our engine and headed for Jim 
and Mick’s spur mark. With a few stops on the way 
looking for mackerel (none, as usual), we were still 
there in just over an hour and a half. The way the 
locals fish for spurs down there is by drifting over 
an imaginary grid area (that Jim marked for me), 
keeping on the move and searching until the fish 
are found. It only took a few drifts before we were 
picking off small spurs. Then we started getting 
a mixed bag of small fish in between small spur 
dogs, like red gurnard, whiting and even a ling. I’m 
happy to report that the fishing was like that all 
day, good fun and enjoyable. 

 The most memorable (and funny) event 
of the day involved, as it often does, Ross who 
had a rather large red gurnard that was lightly 
hooked alongside the boat. Seeing the size of it, 
Glenn went down to grab it but as he did so Ross, 
for some unknown reason, tried to lift it over the 
gunnels instead and by doing so the fish flew off 
the hook and swam back to where it came from! 
None of us could quite believe it, as it was easily 
a specimen sized fish, very rare these days, so it 
was a shame not to see it on the boat. Ross was 
absolutely gutted but we soon made him see the 
funny side of it with our constant slagging! We 
also had some octopuses (not octopii) grab the 
baits which Amy had some fun with – very cool 
creatures. The fishing was enjoyable but as Glenn 
had a five-hour trip ahead of him when we got to 
dry land we decided to head in while the going 
was good.  
 Remember: life can be shorter than you 
think so try to enjoy every minute of it. The reason 
I say this is that a deer hit Glenn’s car as he was 

on the motorway heading back to Dublin after this 
last trip, causing him to spin off the road. The car 
was a write-off and he was very lucky that there 
was no one killed or hurt. 

And so ends the summary of my Fenit sessions 
for 2018. A hell of a lot of time and effort (not to 
mention expenses) put it for relatively little return, 
if truth be told. Often the fishing was very poor 
indeed but the highlights are always what stay in 
the memory and no doubt I’ll be back again for 
more punishment next year!

Tight lines,

Sidney Kennedy

...a lightning fast take. As Amy 
picked up the rod I was secretly 
hoping that she could manage 
the blistering run from what we 
knew was another tope  

Sid’s top boat fishing tips1Fresh or good quality frozen mackerel is perfect for 
most species. Other baits to try are sand eel and 
peeler crab.

BAIT

3Tandem 4/0 or 3/0 hooks are about the right size 
for rays, tied to 40lb or 50lb mono

TWO HOOKS FOR RAYS

420lb to 30lb class rods are superb all-rounders but 
I still prefer fishing an uptide style rod. They are 
softer and more forgiving, plus my young daughter 
finds them easier to play fish on

UPTIDERS

5Multipliers reels or good fixed spool reels loaded 
with 40lb or 50lb braid will cover you well for most 
species. 

DON’T GO TOO LIGHT

8Watch out for large spider crabs robbing not only 
your bait but snipping off your hooks as well!

SPIDER CRABS

6When making a chum bag put the onion sack in a 
bucket and fold over the rim. This will stop the deck 
of the boat getting messy and slippery

CHUM BAG FOR SHARKS

7A large bucket (like a big Gorilla bucket) that can 
fit a large ray or three is necessary when you are 
into taking good quality photos & fish welfare

RECOVERY BUCKET

2When at anchor be quiet on board (especially in 
shallow water) and if the boat is moving side to 
side use heavy leads up to 12oz. Loosen your drag 
on the reel just enough so that when the boat 
moves the line will come off the reel. This way your 
bait will stay in the same place and fish can find it 
faster. You will definitely get more takes by doing 
this. 

SLACKEN OFF

LEFT: A new PB tope for Amy 
on our last big trip to Fenit 
for this year at over 30lb. 
She fought it very well once 
it had stopped taking 200m 
of line. See the video to 
check out that insane run!

BELOW: The fishing was often 
tough and slow this year 
for us but occasionally we 
had excellent sport. Glenn 
with a nice ling when calm 
conditions allowed us to  get 
way out to deeper water
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Now proudly offering the largest range of Westin 
products in Ireland & the country’s only stockist 
of Ra’is bass lures

Unit D, Southgate, Cork St., Dublin 8 www.southsideangling.ie
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How
to

ALBRIGHT KNOT
This is the best and smallest knot for joining braid to 
mono shock/snag leaders. It’s small, doesn’t collect 
much weed or debris, easy enough to tie with a bit of 
practice and very, very strong.

80LB MONO LEADER
The use of a shock/snag leader at the end of your braid 
just adds a bit more security when playing fish, helping 
deal with snags better. Braid, even in 80lb, can snap like 
cotton on sharp objects like rocks or reef.

ZIP SLIDER & LEAD
Nothing complicated is needed for the lead arrangement. 
A simple slider with a 8-16oz lead (depending on the 
strength of the tide) is more than good enough.

STRONG SNAP SWIVEL
The use of a snap swivel allows you to change traces 
quickly, meaning more fishing time. It needs to be strong 
though, so I use 100lb roller bearing swivels.

BAIT CHOICE
Tope very much eat fish and, as with most sea fishing, 
mackerel rules the roost when tope fishing. The fresher 
the better! Small whiting & pollock are also useful.

NYLON-COATED WIRE TRACE
You need a good 6-8ft of very strong wire for tope. I 
usually choose 200lb breaking strain and also opt for the 
coated version as this is much more friendly to the tope’s 
skin when the fish inevitably rolls on the trace during 
the fight and less likely to be snapped by a rolling fish. 
Obviously the strong wire also prevents the fish biting 
through your trace which they will do with weaker wires!

FLEMISH EYE & CRIMPS
I make my own traces and put my faith in crimps and a 
Flemish eye to “tie” on the hook. A Flemish eye is super 
strong, especially when double crimped (some anglers 
prefer to simply twist instead of crimping) and also 
allows for greater hook/bait movement.

CIRCLE HOOKS
Circle hooks are now commonplace with many shark 
anglers - they’re brilliant! I typically choose an 8/0 for my 
toping. They are very fish friendly and almost self-hook 
the fish for you. As a fish moves away with the bait and 
the trace/line tightens, the shape of the hook encourages 
the point to turn and bed into the scissors of the 
mouth, ensuring a strong, reliable hookhold and easier 
unhooking when on the boat.

80LB BRAIDED 
MAINLINE

8-10FT 80LB 
MONO LEADER

6-8FT 200LB 
NYLON-COATED 

WIRE TRACE

Our How to section 
simply helps you to catch 
more fish! Hints and 
tips, tricks and edges for 
game, coarse and sea 
anglers. 

Want us to feature 
something in particular? 
Then just get in touch!

SET UP A BOAT RIG FOR TOPE

JAMES NORTON

F
ishing for tope, as with most sharks, isn’t exactly technical or complicated. 
Gear needs to be strong - very! - and well thought-out but other than that 
you need to focus on finding and or attracting the fish to the boat.
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BRAIDED MAINLINE
As with most of my boat fishing I use 20lb braided 
mainline. Be sure to use a shockleader of mono or 
fluorocarbon though, roughly twice the length of the rod

SWIVEL & BEAD
Tying the set up with a swivel and bead at the top end of 
your boom section not only prevents knot damage and 
the lead sliding up the mainline but it also allows you 
to have complete set ups pre-tied and ready to go when 
you need them

BOOM
Nothing complicated is needed for the lead arrangement. 
A simple stiff plastic boom holds the trace away from the 
lead and prevents tangles. This is especially useful when 
boat fishing and dropping baits down.

GRIP LEAD
Smoothies usually bite best when the tide is flowing 
strongly and uptiding is a very good bet. Grip leads allow 
you to fish into the tide (with a big bow in your line) 
without fear of the lead simply rolling back towards the 
boat. Bites usually register as knocks followed by slack-
line as the fish dislodges the lead. Lead size depends on 
tidal flow but usually I’d use 4-6oz.

BAIT CHOICE
Peeler crab is king for smooth hounds - I cannot stress 
this enough! Make sure you have a decent supply from 
the tackle shop or, if you can, collect & store your own.

STRONG CLIP SWIVEL
By incorporating a clip swivel into the set up you can 
change or replace your trace very easily. I usually fish 
single hook traces for smooth hounds but if sport is slow 
I may attach a 3-down trace (“down” = below the lead), 
with extra hooks added on the trace between the boom 
and end (point) hook.

FLUOROCARBON TRACE
I find a length of 80-100cm about right for smoothies. 
I use the same material for my traces as I do my short 
boom sections, 0.4 - 0.5mm Tubertini Gorilla fluoro. It is 
very abrasion resistant.

SIZE 1 TO 3/0 HOOK 
I am usually quite happy to fish with a standard 
Aberdeen-style hook for smooth hounds, size 1 to 3/0. 
These are good hooks for fishing with peeler crab. I have 
started to use shorter Gamakatsu patterns though for my 
boat fishing in recent times which I am liking a lot.

20LB BRAIDED 
MAINLINE

80-100CM 0.4-0.5MM 
FLUOROCARBON TRACE

Our How to section 
simply helps you to catch 
more fish! Hints and 
tips, tricks and edges for 
game, coarse and sea 
anglers. 

Want us to feature 
something in particular? 
Then just get in touch!

SET UP A BOAT RIG FOR SMOOTH HOUNDS

BARRY MURPHY

U
nless bites are scarce I prefer to fish a single hook trace for smooth 
hounds. Otherwise things can get a bit messy with multiple hook-ups as a 
pack of fish moves through. Fishing uptide is usually the way to go.
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WE ARE ONE OF THE LEADING ONLINE COMPANIES IN THE UK & IRELAND
IF WE SAY WE HAVE IT, WE HAVE IT. NO PRE-ORDER. 

IF YOU SEE IT ON OUR SITE, IT IS IN STOCK!

/ fishingtackle2u.co.uk

Call: 02890 313156 Email: sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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On the l kout...
#otslookout

“ The poetry of earth is never dead ” 
John keats, On the Grasshopper and Cricket (1816)

Scientific name:  Ranunculus penicillatus

The heron is an iconic and unmistakable water bird, found across all 
aquatic habitats from small streams to large lakes to estuaries. With 
their long legs they are excellent waders and an often be seen posed 
almost motionless at the waters edge as they wait to strike at passing 
prey.  Fish make up most of the bird’s diet, as those of you with pet 
fish may know all too well. With a large mouth they able to swallow live 
fish of surprising size (up to 25-30cm, depending on species). Larger 
fish are taken ashore and either stabbed repeatedly in the head area or 
shaken vigorously in the beak to cause lethal damage. Other prey include 
amphibians, birds eggs and small birds & mammals, as well as a range 
of molluscs and insects. Contrary to popular belief, there is little evidence 
that the oil secreted (and often left behind) by herons to help clean their 
feathers actually attracts fish. However, they have been known to use 
bait to lure fish within striking range. Herons are usually solitary but 
sometimes breed in large colonies called heronries. Lifespan is often not 
much over 5 years although birds of 20+ have been recorded.

Check almost any deep rockpool along the south or west Irish coast 
and chances are you’ll find purple sea urchins, one of several common 
species. This species is rarer in the UK (except Scotland). Urchins are 
a type of  echinoderm and are related to starfish, with this species 
usually found in shallow waters on rocky coasts. Like all urchins, it 
uses its spines and teeth to bore into soft rocks, its burrow providing 
protection from both wave action and drying out (desiccation) at low 
tide. The urchin increases the size of its burrow as it grows. Purple 
sea urchins can be up to 7-8cm in diameter and, like all urchins, 
feeds on seaweed and other algae. The sharp spines can range from 
dark purple to dark green and offer protection. This particular urchin 
is considered a delicacy in many parts of the world and was once 
exported from Ireland in huge quantities. Over-fishing  caused them 
to decline but efforts are now underway to farm them commercially.

Common green grasshopper
Scientific name: Omocestus viridulus

Stream water crowfoot

Scientific name: Ardea cinerea

Scientific name: Paracentrotus lividus

Grey heron

Purple sea urchin

Surely one of the most pleasant and unmistakable 
smells in fishing, water mint grows in almost any wet 
or damp habitat, often beside and sometimes in water. 
Large beds are common.  The scent of this aquatic herb 
is often very strong, especially once the leaves and 
square stem are crushed. Leaves and stems can range 
from bright green to deep purple, depending on the 
time of year, with purple-pink flower heads appearing 
in mid-summer.  A very important plant for pollinating 
insects, water mint also has a wide range of culinary 
and medicinal uses, as well as being used in various 
personal health products like mouthwash and shower 
gels. 

Scientific name: Mentha aquatica

Water mint

One of 7 grasshopper species native to Ireland 
(UK has 11 natives), the common green is frequently 

found in damp meadows, pastures and woodland rides 
- almost anywhere with long grass. Growing to about 

an inch long, common green’s are probably the earliest 
species you will see, hatching in April-May and moulting 

into adult form in mid-summer. Despite its name, several 
grasshoppers are common and also green in colour but the 

best way to identify this species is its particularly loud clicking 
“song” which can last for 20 seconds or more. This sound 
is called stridulation and is caused by vibrations from the 
grasshopper rubbing its hind legs against it wings, almost 

like playing a musical instrument. Singing is done by males 
to attract females and to claim territories. This species is an 
excellent jumper, able to leap up to a metre.

Familiar to almost any angler who fishes flowing water, stream 
water crowfoot (often simply called Ranunculus or streamer 
weed) is an aquatic member of the buttercup family. In Ireland  
this is the most widespread of several species, with river water 
crowfoot (R. fluitans) more common throughout the UK & Europe. 
This crowfoot is only found in fast flowing rivers & streams, its  
small 5-petalled white lowers appearing in May to June. Although 
its long submerged, thread-like leaves provide an excellent habitat 
for all aquatic life, especially salmonids, excessive growth may 
interfere with angling and also indicate nutrient enrichment. This 
species is more tolerant of acidic conditions than others and can 
be found across a wide range of watercourses.
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Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this July & August
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“Fishing provides 
that connection with the 

whole living world. It gives 
you the opportunity of being 

totally immersed, turning back 
into yourself in a good way. A 

form of meditation, some form 
of communion with levels of 
yourself that are deeper than 

the ordinary self.”

TED HUGHES
Wild Steelhead & Salmon magazine (1999)
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